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The fdm distribution industry has, in recent decades, adapted new technologies to 

fit its promotional practices, largely using traditionai strategies to conuol the promotionai 

potentid of media such as television and video. The bternet is the latest technology to 

offer promotional potential to the film industry, as recognized by the case of the film, The 

Blair Wirch Projecr. The novelty of this film's Intemet-based promotion led to 

charactecizations of the internet as an important means of film promotion. The Intemet, 

however, poses new challenges to the film industry, as it resists adaptation for traditional 

promotional purposes. Its interactivity facilitates fan participation exceeding the limited 

interactivity of established media. Dnwing upon a variety of sources, including academic 

studies, personal interviews and intemet websites, this thesis argues that the Intemet must 

be approached differently than traditional promotionai media, insofar as the Intemet 

functions in ways that subvert traditionai forms of film industry control. 
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Introduction 

R2-D2's Memory Bank: 
An Introduction to Internet Movie Promotion 

My first mernorable experience with movie marketing occurred at the ripe old age 

of seven. Rerum of the Jtdi was just released in theaters and my family had marked on 

the calendar the day we would go see this film. We had kiutily enjoyed the previous 

two Star Wars movies, collected the action figures, and overall becme willing 

participants in George Lucas' scheme to capitalize on the Amerka's renewed desire for 

adventure and classic good-versus-evil narrative. 

Never was 1 so excited to see a movie. 1 could not only follow dong with the 

continued adventures of Luke Skywalker, Han Solo and Princess Leia, but the movie's 

milers (and undoubtedly the synthesîzed marketing of the toy industry) introduced me to 

another gang of likable characters: the Ewoks. 

The night came when the family piled into our green station wagon and blazed 

through the Idaho twilight to see the movie. My older brother's fnend, Katl, 

accompanied us. Already having seen the Iatest installment and returning for a second 

helping, Karl was a true Star Wars fan. In the car, at the ticket window, down the theater 

aisle, I interrogated Karl about the Ewoks. At what point in the movie did they appear? 

How Long wodd I have to wait? How many were there? Which one was his favorite? 

My seven-year-old imagination craved information so that 1 could materialize the Ewoks 

into well-known and trusted friends in my mind as soon as possible. E hurriedly grabbed 

the best seat in the house-the very front row-and watched wirh held breath for the 
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long-awaited appearance of these cute and furry creatures. After what seemed ike an 

eternity of Luke and Han's adventures (as if 1 cared), the Star Wars crew finally landed 

on Endor and became acquainted with the Ewoks, The group was just as cute, Curry and 

entertaining as the trailer and merchandise had promised. 

The Ewoks were a marketer's dream. This friendly yet vulnerable tribe of 

creatures provided new material for an entire product line. The Ewok figurines could be 

integrated into make-believe scenes with Luke Skywalker and Han Solo, or they could 

operate independently of the original Star Wurs action figures. Their appearance in the 

film took place in their native environment, opening the possibility of marketing child- 

scale versions of their treetop homes as accompanying merchandise. 

indeed, the Star Wars franchise would so utterly permeate popular culture in 

North America that the film's chiuacters were well-known and the action figures well- 

won long before the release of the ullogy's second and third installments. Oddly enough, 

the Ewoks were never referenced as 'Ewoks in the flm, Reirrrn of the &di.' Marketing 

had served to sel1 the identity of the Ewoks and other characters, to seven-year-olds such 

as myself, providing a name with which to reference the figurines, lunchboxes, stuffed 

animais, posters and Hdloween costumes. In short, Star Wars creator George Lucas had 

effectively manipulated ancillary markets in order to maxirnize profits and to create a 

devoted following for his tdogy. Lucas' effort has since corne to exemplify movie 

marketing during this era, becoming the central example of successful movie promotion 

in the 1980s. Like so many other young fans, 1 responded to the mlogy in precisely the 

fashion that Lucas had intende& Iust as Lucas exercised conml over his films' 

promotion, he likewise did so over fan involvement. 
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The case of Star Wars' marketing contrasts in many ways to that of The Blair 

Witch Project (Daniel Myrick and Eduardo Sanchez, 1999). The typicd Blair fan 

experience of a hypothetical fan named "Joe" could be proposed as follows: While 

surfing the IndieWIRE website, Joe gets wind of a documentary about three student 

filmmakers who disappear in the Maryland woods, Joe searches for the "Blair Witch" on 

the Internet and uncovers the Haxan Films website as the sole online source for Blair 

Witch information. Joe visits the site and, joining the Haxan discussion board, fin& like- 

minded people also hoping to leam more about the missing students. He "meets" the 

film's directors on this discussion board, who unabashedly admit that the film's story is, 

in fact, just a hou. By now, Joe h a  developed fnendships with others on the Haxan 

discussion board. He soon CO-designs a website with another Blair fan. Joe visits various 

sites on the web and casually suggests that others visit the official The Blair Witch 

Project website as well as his own. His website becomes a son of mecca for new Blair 

fans, as he regularly posts film updates personally obtained €rom the film's directors 

thernselves. When the film is finally released in theaters, Joe flies to LOS Angeles to take 

part in the opening-night festivities and to meet the directors in person. 

The promotion of The Blair Witch Project, tike Star Wars, hinged on fan 

involvement. Nonetheless, as my hypothetical example suggests, in the case of The Blair 

Witch Project, fans participated in a unique manner that was facilitated primarily by the 

medium of the Intemet. This circumstance has dmwn considerable attention from the 

established film community, among whom is a consensus that the Internet promises to 

change movie marketing. Indeed, the film industry has recently srniggied to manipulate 

the Intemet to maximize its marketing potencial. It rernains unclear, however, whether or 
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not the industry wiii succeed, or even how to define that success. As the failwe of the 

sequel to The Blair Witch Project suggests, it may be that the internet is too volatile for 

the motion picture distribution industry to control in a manner similar to other more 

traditiond promotional mediums. 

In times of technological change and innovation, new markets emerge, and major 

motion picture companies adapt their distribution pnctices accordingly. Examples 

include the years immediately following the advent of television, pay television, pay-per- 

view and home vide-dl of which produced shifts in distribution practices whereby 

major motion picture companies slipped from positions of ovemding power, only to soon 

regain control and domination over the marketplace. Television, for instance, was 

initidly viewed as a threat to the theatrical release of films, but soon became an outlet for 

feature films that studios sold to the networks, as well as a medium over which to show 

advertisements for theatrical releases. Hollywood also regarded pay television channels 

like Hl30 and Cinemax, as well as pay-per-view, as threats to the theatricd exhibition 

system, until it redized that the new media could, in fact, serve to augment a film's 

earnings. Home video was soon regarded as an attractive supplementary market, but not 

before the industry raised the concem that home video's convenience might prevent 

viewers from making a trip to the theater. Major distributors have corne to understand 

that new media, however initially threatening, are Likely to provide ancillary markets 

through which to distriiute feature f i ,  thus supporthg rather than undennining 

iraditional fdm entenainment. 



The Internet, however, may prove to be a unique case that does not adhere so 

ciosely to this preexisting mode1 of industry control. While the entertainment industry 

hw recognized the Intemet's astonishing marketing potential-this is the ultimate in 

niche marketing-they have yet to harness that potential in an effective and profitable 

manner. Those who are likely to have the strongest gnsp of the new medium's potential 

are precisely those corporate film distributors are inclined to target; therefore promotionai 

and distribution strategies need to be altered in order to reflect this inverted model. The 

intemet's d e  in film promotion is likely to thrive best when supported by underamund, 

independent or grassmots involvement, rather than by conventional forms of corporate 

manipulation. 

The core argument of this thesis can be summarized as follows: because of its 

grassroots, independent nature, the Internet is not readily conducive to corporate 

manipulation in terms of movie promotion. Major disuibutors look to the phenomenal 

web carnpaign of The Blair Witch Project to ascenain its duplication in orâer to achieve 

similar levels of success. These majors, however. fail to realize that this film succeeded 

in becoming the most profitable movie in cinematic history not because it had a precise 

formula for success, but as a direct result of a fortuitous combination of factors, which 

range from the film's visual style to its independent status, target audience and, most 

fundamentally, fan involvement 1 intend to show that The Blair Wtch Project's success 

hinged on the perception on the part of fans that its promotion s h e d  corporate 

manipulation. 



FILM PROMOTION AS AN OBJECT OF STUDY 
The study of film is traditionalIy divided into three categories: production, 

distribution and exhibition. Of these three, distribution is the least developed, although in 

recent years, scholm are turning more attention to distribution-related issues. In any 

case, the most important works on film distribution are recent and tend to concem recent 

cinema. Among the most comprehensive of recent studies of Hollywood film distribution 

is Suzanne Mary Donahue's Americun Film Distr&urion: The Cfmging ~arkerpkrce.' 

This study encompasses numerous facets of distribution, including criticai acclaim and 

film festivals, promotion and advertising, foreign and ancillary markets, and major and 

independent distributors. By now, however, Donahue's research is over 15 years old, and 

therefore does not account for recent advances in distribution technologies and practice. 

The Motion Picture Mega-lnd~~s?ry, a more ment work edited by Barry R. Litman, 

examines various aspects of distribution and exhibition h m  an indusvia1 organization 

perspective.3 

Other volumes examine one or more aspects of distribution. Janet Wasko's 

Hollywood in the Infornation Age investigates new technologies and their impact on ail 

aspects of filmmaking. She also examines the commercialization of Arnerican films and 

the inescapable merchandising tie-ins h t  bave become de rigeur in HOII~WOO~: A New 

Pot of Gold: Hollywood Under the EIectric Rainbow. 1980-1989 by Stephen Prince 

offers a lengthy discussion of the proliferation in the 1980s of ancillary markets as 

supplementary distribution markets. Prince also seems to accord greater privilege to film 

distribution than have many fiim historiaas, recognizing that studies of distribution can 

reveal much about the opecations of the film iodurtry and of film culture more generally.' 



Studies of movie promotion typicdly fail within the realm of f i  distribution, 

dthough marketing strategies clearly produce repercussions at the level of a film's 

production and exhibition as weii. Film distribution is a relatively underdeveloped field 

of study in comparison to film production and exhibition. Film promotion and marketing 

receive even less attention, even though these aspects of film culture are highly 

influentid. Scholm tend to approach questions of movie promotion in one of two ways: 

the most common approach is to consider promotion in an econornic sense as a hnction 

of distribution. Justin Wyatt's book, High Concept, is perhaps the most well-known study 

of movie promotion. He concentrates on "high concept" factors that determine a film's 

financial success, which include, among others, high-profile mors and directors." Tiiu 

Lukk's 1997 work Movie Marketing examines the process of marketing a wide range of 

fi1ms. looking at action, suspense, romantic comedy, Amencan independent and 

documentacy, among others, again considering a host of economic concems? 

More recently, however, there is a corpus of writing that situates film promotion 

in the context of fan culture, as fans are the primary targets of any promotional effort. 

The success of a marketing campaign is most often gauged by the development of a fan 

following, particularly in recent years with heavy emphasis placed on the necessity of 

ancillary revenues. One function of fan culture is star power; hence, many fan culture 

studies focus on stardom and celebrïty. Gaylyn Studlar, for example, has examined film 

stardom, gender and Amencan culture, looking panicularly at the 1920s.' Henry Jenkins. 

in his book Textiral Pouchers: Television Fans and Parricipro- Culture, explores fan 

communities in terms of their responses to the mas media. For Jenkins, fans function as 



active producers and manipulators of texts, adapting and altering filmic materiai to suit 

their own purposes? 

A newly released book, Titanic: Anatomy of a Blockbirster, edited by Kevin S. 

Sandler and Gaylyn Studlar, synthesizes, among other issues, questions of promotion 

with respect to both economic analysis and cultural study. The objective is to determine 

why Timnic garnered the dl-time highest box office revenues. This mthology of essays 

addresses a variety of marketing-related issues that ensured the colossal success of 

Titanic-namely, blockbuster status, merchandising and cross-promotion, star power, 

fandom, genre, and "infotainment," or the media's emphasis on a movie's production 

cost. These issues relate to questions of promotion relevant to film distribution at the end 

of the millenni~m.'~ 

These works excepted, comparatively few books or articles focus on issues of 

movie promotion. Most often, articles on movie marketing are written from an industry, 

nther than academic, perspective, and they appear in trade papers, rather than scholarly 

journals. As an academic pursuit, the topic of movie promotion receives only a fraction of 

the attention it deserves, despite its key role in the success of my film. 

The relesise of The Blair Witch Project has served to push the media to give more 

attention to film promotion. Much of this attention has focused on the potential capacity 

of the Internet as a vehicle for film promotion. The media is beginning to examine the 

impact that the internet is having on the entertainment industry, an impact that has been 

aggmvated by technological developments in the music indusüy such as college student 

Shawn Fanning's development of Napster, a technology that allows users to dodoad 

music for free. Academia, however, bas k e n  somewhat delayed in approaching movie 
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marketing issues nised by the technological innovations of the Internet in generd and 

specifically by the case of The Blair Witch Project. Thecefore, it is my project in this 

thesis to address this gap in film studies. My work on film promotion here amounts to a 

hybrid of economic analysis and cultural study. While this thesis addresses issues 

surrounding the tnternet as a promotional medium, it does not exrimine the Cnternet more 

hlly than that. This work focuses more on the economic and cultural implications of 

Intemet film promotion for both the film distribution industry and movie-going 

audiences, rather than exarnining the internet as a communication medium and the 

technological and social implications therein. 

1 begin my arguments with a discussion of the video and internet eras, within 

which I contrast films whose promotional campaigns defined marketing pnctices in both 

eras. 1 examine how two films, Star Wars and The Blair Witch Project, point to key 

similarities and differences between the two eras of technological innovation. This 

historical perspective shows how distributors have, in the past, overcome suspicions of 

new technological media to ceassume convol over markets. This sets the stage for the 

contempocary case of The Blair Witch Project, a film for which the marketing campaign 

raises questions and concems about how the mainsueam film industry approacbes the 

Iatest technologicd innovation, the internet. 

The second chapter proceeds to deiineate a typology of the ways in which the 

Interner is used for film promotion. 1 discuss how, in using the internet, major 

distributors typically retain control over their officiai promotionaI material so that 

promotion cesembles traditionai approaches to marketing. At the same urne, I survey a 

multitude of other, non-traditional ways in which the internet is king used to promote 
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films, and how, from the perspective of the fans, these non-traditional appmaches are 

often more influentid than are conventional promotional meth&. 

The typology offers a backdrop against which I iiddress, in Chapter 3, the 

marketing campaign of The Blair Witch Project. While Anisan Entertainment, the film's 

distributor, dlowed fan involvement to cany the web campaign, it also employed more 

traditional marketing strategies that enabled Artisan's retention of control and direction 

over the film's campaign. 

The folbwing chapter relates reasons why Blair enjoyed such a successful web 

campaign. which cm be attribut& to a fonuitous combination of factors at the level of 

the film and at the level of the promoiion. Crueful examination of the case of The Blair 

Witch Projecr reveais that its colossal success was not due solely to the novelty of the 

web campaign, but CO a combination of factors that inciuded more traditionid marketing 

strategies. 

1 conclude my arguments with an cye to the future ofonline movie marketing. 1 

suggest that the film industry has a number of options with respect to using the internet to 

promote films, and 1 will use the case of the Star Wars franchise and other contemporary 

films to illustrate these options. While it is unlikeiy that another studio will duplicate the 

mammoth success of the Blair Internet campaign, dismiution companies will achieve 

sorne level of success, according CO iraditional f h  marketing criteria. Thecefore, as with 

previous technologicd innovations in promotionai media, mainstream distributors wiii 

reassert some form of dominance and conirol, although ibe most effective modes of 

internet promotion wiii wcur at the hands of independent, grassroots efforts that 

encourage and facilitaie fan involvement and interaction. 
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Chapter 1 

Star Wars and me BWr Wifck Projecf: 
Exemplars in Film Marketing 

I've been saying for a long time that Hollywood is dead. That doesn't mean the 
film industry is dead. But for one region to dominate is dead, although it will take 
ten or fifteen years to have that visible. The filmmaker hasn't figured out that he 
doesn't need the agents and the studio executives. What is Hollywood? An 
antiquated, out-of-date distribution apparatus, a monopoly, a system designed to 
exploit the filmmaker. The system is collapsing because of new technologies. 
The movie companies are stcuctured inefficiently. In good times, it doesn't show. 
But they won't be able to survive the bad times. 

George Lucas made this comment in 1983, the year in which Return of the Jedi, 

the third movie in his successful Star Wars franchise, was released. In this comment, he 

discussed the new, video-related ancillary markets as altemate media for film 

distribution. Similxcomments today refer to a new medium with an apparently great 

potential for film distribution: the Intemet. The Intemet is widely regarded as the latest 

medium by which every aspect of filmmaking, from production to distribution to 

exhibition, will be altered, whether subtly or overtly. 

Yet, contrary to Lucas' predictions, the mainstream motion picture industry 

survived the tribulations of the 1980s. Indeed. it profited greatly from them. As will be 

discussed in this chapter, the Hollywood establishment readily recovered from the threat 

imposed by auxiliary markets by reasserting control and dominance over them. But what 

about the internet? WiI1 the film industry regain control as quickly, if at ail, over new 

technologies Iike the Internet? 1s it possible that the film industry will undergo serious 

reconfigurations to accommodate the most recent technological innovations, disnipting 

berarchies within the mainsaam motion picture industry? 
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With regard to such questions, a historical perspective can pmve illuminating. 

When one tries to make sense of the Intemet and its current relationship with the motion 

pictuce industry, it is helpful to examine previous eras of technological innovation. Such 

examination reveals how major disuibutors have dealt with new technologies and how 

they overcame their initiai suspicions of those technologies to reassert market dominance. 

In this regard, the cases of television, horiie video, and cable and pay-per-view television 

al1 provide examples. However, attempts to reassert market dominance may be now 

complicated in the case of the Intemet. 

In what follows, 1 draw parailels between two ens of technological innovation: 

the home video era of the late 1970s and early 1980s and the intemet era of the Iate 

1990s. I will proceed through two case studies that center on films that are widely 

regarded as exemplary approaches to film marketing: Star Wars (George Lucas, 1977) 

for the video age and The Blair Witch Project (Daniel Myrick and Eduardo Sanchez, 

1999) for the Intemet age. The suiking similarities and differences that exist between 

these two films-both at the level of the films themselves and at the level of eacb film*s 

promotional campaign-reveal the fundamental differences between the video and 

Intemet eras. Star Wurs, made on a $10 million budget, reasserted the narrative qualities 

of classicd Hollywood cinema and reinvoduced the prosperous franchise Film. in 

contrast, The Blair Witch Projectcost a mere $35,000 to make, smyed away from 

classical film style and became part of a failed franchise. Star Wars boasted a very 

controlled and successful promotionai campaign that hinged on merchandising and fan 

involvement, It introduced marketing strategies that continue to define movie promotion 

today. The Blair Witch Project, distniuted by an independent Company, ended up king 
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a highly profitable film thanks to a promotional operation in which fan involvement also 

played a vital role, but whose fan involvement operated quite differently from that of the 

case of Star Wars. An indication of the difference can be found in the fact that the film 

industry has cited Blair's campaiga as an exemplar of Internet movie promotion. Of 

course, it is not clear that the sort of promotional campaign associated with Blair will 

define promotion in the Internet age. The Star Wars campaign became indicative of 

coprate  control in the video e n  because it so obviousiy facilitated the redization of 

coqmate interes ts-Twentieth Century Fox maximized the film's profit capacity through 

the exploitation of diverse ancillary markets. The Blair Witch Project, however. appears 

to have resisted those corporate interests in key respects. Its success rested on a rather 

unpcedictable tide of individual and independent support, which may well resist corporate 

efforts to duplicate the campaign. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO FANM)M 
The very concept of movie marketing hinges on the participation and involvement 

of fans, as fans are the core body to which distributors promote films. Therefore, a 

discussion of fandom is necessary in order to continue with this examination of Star Wars 

and The Blair Witch Project as exemplars of movie promotion in their respective em.  

Until recently, movie fans have received Little attention from film scholm. who 

have long stigmatized fans as either "obsessed individuals" or "hysterical crowds," 

ascribing to them qualities of deviance, abnormality. dyshuiction and excess.' To 

illustrate the obsessed fan, various scholars cite Mark David Chapman's killing of John 

Lennon, and John Hinckley's attempted assassination of Ronald Reagan ("to gain and 

keep the attention of actress Jodie  ost ter")? The hysterical cmwd typically involves 



teenage girls screaming for the Beatles or Elvis Presley, and more recently. Leondo 

DiCaprio ("He's already hounded by packs of screaming adolescent girls")." 

There are, however, more neutral critiques of fandom, as proffered by scholars 

such as Henry Jenkins and John Fiske. These scholars tend to examine fandom in the 

capacity of fan communities and how fans respond to media texts. For example, Fiske 

suggesa that fans make meanings of social identity from cultural resources and then 

share those meanings with others. Fiske aiso notes that the culture industry recognizes 

the importance of fans, as they are an "additional market that not only buys 'spin-off 

products, often in huge quantities, but also provides valuable free feedback on market 

trends and preferences."5 Jenkins defines fandom as communities that interpret media 

texts, exist as aiternate socid groups, and adopt distinctive modes of reception? 

To serve the purposes of my argument, 1 will focus on fandom as it has evolved 

through the promotional prrictices of both Star Wars and The Blair Witch Project. This 

will assist in illustrating how the promotional campaigns of both films have ken 

regarded as exemplary approaches to marketing, as 1 will describe their respective 

influence on fandom and fan involvement. in doing so, 1 shdl contrast fandom in the 

video en, whereby fans perpetuate the development and production of ancillary markets 

and merchandise, thereby informing corporate domination, to the Intemet era, whereby 

fan involvement insists on volatility and an unpredictable nature, which assists in 

subverting mainstrearn corporate control. 

STAR WARS: The Film 
Star Wars, released in 1977, skymcketed to f m e  as George Lucas introduced the 

movie-going public to Luke Skywalker and Company. This Wm, dong with others like 
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Jaws (Steven Spielberg, 1975), reintroduced the blockbuster to audiences in the mid- to 

late-1970s. Lucas wanted to make a "high adventure film for children,"' and af'ter 

examining elements of children's movies that proved successful, Lucas arnalgarnated 

Westerns, mythology and samurai movies to create the Star Wars saga. "It's not like one 

kind of ice cream," commented Lucas, "but rather a very big sundae." The film rested 

on a classical Hollywood narrative with archetypal good and bad characters. It had the 

"friendships, the heroism, and other ceassuring conventions of the cinema-processed past 

(outlaw saloons, dashing flyboys, sinister nobles, brave knights and narrow escapes)."g 

Lucas produced Star Wars on a $10 million budget, a relatively small price in 

comparison to other films centered on special effects. For 1977, however, the special 

effects are quite impressive and capture the audience's attention accordingly. Prior to 

finishing the film, Lucas stated, 'The aerial battle that takes up the last reel of the film is 

going to be as exciting as the car chase in The French ~onnection."'~ Many critics have 

attributed the action sequences in Star Wars with the predominance of "action beats" in 

mainsiream movics. An "action kat" is a moment of action in a film that relies on 

special effects or, at the very least, physical motion, to drive the story forward, leaving 

the narrative subordhate to these "action beats." "AU other pictures reflect its 

influence," says Lawrence Kasdan, "some by ignoring it or rebelling against it.*"' 

Although Star Wars had a relatively small budget at $10 million, it still seems to be an 

influential precursor for huge-budgeted pictures ($200 million budget of Titanic (James 

Cameron, 1997), for example) of the 1990s. Consequently, big-budgeted films 

necessitated the exploitation of ancillary markets and merchandise to ensure that the film 

would recoup at lest their negative costs. 
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The reintroduction of the film franchise rneant that corporations could capitaüze 

on a film's popularity and initiai success by producing one or more sequels. 

"Filmmakers tend to look backwards at past box office hits as a guideline for the 

development of new movie properties," writes Gary Hoppenstand in his essay, 

"Hollywood and the Business of Making ~ovies."'' Thus, the majority of popular 

blockbuster films in the late 1970s and early 1980s were safe franchise ventures. Indeed, 

prior to the 1990s, the three Star Wurs films were among the top domestic box office 

grosses of al1 time, as were other franchise films like Jaws, Raiders of the Lost Ark 

(Steven Spielberg, 198 1) and Gliosrbusrers (Ivan Reiunan, 1984), movies that dso 

enjoyed generous merchandise prnfit~.'~ 

STAR WARS: The Promoiion Makes the Fans 
The above-mentioned characteristics of Star Wars signaled a particular direction 

in which its marketing carnpaign would go. Star Wars was released by Twentieth Century 

Fox right at the cusp of a rise in corporate dismiution and promotion control in 

Hollywood. Twentieth Century Fox, along with other major distributors like Paramount, 

M G M A  and Universal, enjoyed a decisively dominant market share. in 1980, these 

three companies, along with five others, held 93 percent of the domestic theauïcd 

market. '" Star Wlm' marketing campaign is often credited with revolutionizing 

marketing practices that would m e r  increase the majors' control of film distribution 

and, hence, of the entire marketplace. 

A fiim's promotional carnpaign is not generaîly considered to be successful 

without fan involvement. in the case of Star Wars, promotion invented the faas' desire to 

see the film. George Lucas recognized long before Star Wars' 1977 release that there 
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existed a large potential fan base for his film. Blockbusters were only beginning to 

reemerge into the marketplace; Jms, often cited as responsible for "estabiishing new 

protacols" for modem blockbusters, came out only two years before Star ~ars.'"or 

several years prior to the release of Jaws, audiences were receptive to a string of 

independent, artsy films initiated by such movies as Midnight Cowboy (John 

Schlessinger, 1969) and &a. Rider (Dennis Hopper, l%9). Lucas acknowledged that 

American audiences '*yearned for an empowering and bold adventure in the face of ail the 

sexuaily charged and violent realism produced by studios in the late Sixties and eariy 

~eventies."" He also noticed a particular gap within classically popular genres like 

science fiction, wherein the popular films included heavier, "technical, hard-science" 

approaches to science fiction like 2001: A Space Odyssey (Stanley Kubrick, 1968), and 

Silerit Rtrnning (Douglas Tnimbull, 197 1). Part of Lucas' recognition of this gap could be 

attributed to his prefe~nce of the "fantastic, surreal appmach" to science tiction. 

Regardless, Lucas tapped into a vaiuable market by producing a science fiction movie. 

'"îhere are something like $8 million worth of science fiction freaks in the U.S.A.," said 

Lucas, b'and they wiil go to see absolutely anything with a title like Star ~ars."" 

Plainly Lucas was thinking of his audience in financial terms: how much money 

would each person spend to be a Star Wars fan? With this question in mind, Lucas made 

a shrewd decision when negotiating with Twentieth Century Fox for Star Wars in 1975. 

He gave up a large salary in exchange for merchandising and sequel rights, a fair [rade to 

Fox who viewed those rights as worthless. Lucas viewed thngs differently. In fact, Lucas 

admits that his 'Trlm was written for t ~ ~ s . " ' ~  "I have a particular affection for garnes and 

toys ...AU of this was a part of the film, the intention of launching toys in supemarkets, 



creating books and stuff."lg He hirwd bis own Company, Lucasfilm Ltd., to handle the 

merchandising, the element in which the film's promotion was grounded. 

The Star Wars campaign utilized "an extremely sophisticated marketing 

approach, which cm be called the Film ~nvironment."" This involved creating audience 

demand for a film prior to its release in order to rnaximize box office returns. It also 

involved generating continued interest so that audiences would not only watch the film 

again, but participate in the film franchise as well. For Stcrr Wws, this included a 

novelization of the film to mate awareness of and interest in the Star Wars saga; a 

limited initial theatrical release: a va t  line of merchandise that included, among other 

products, toys and clothing; two theatrical reissues within two yem to maintain interest 

in Star Wars: and two sequels within the next six yean." Its archetypai good and evil 

characters, within the classical Hollywood narrative structure, are particularly conducive 

to the creation and perpetuation ofa Film Environment. Thanks to their "stylized 

appearance," the movie's characters "lent themselves easily to reproduction as a myriad 

of product lines."" One industry insider calls these chmcten "toyetic applications." or 

"characters which have a personality that cm be easily transferred to dolls and playset 

environ ment^."^ 

Fans were eager to own everything Star Wars. "$100,000 worth of T-shirts sold in 

a month, $260,000 worth of integaiactic bubble gwn, a $3 million advenising budget for 

ready-sweetened Star Wnrs breakfast cereals."" In 1977, children were sent home with 

empty packages and "the promise of C3-POs to fffl them," because such popularity had 

not been an t i~ i~a ted .~  Eventuaiiy, Star Wars merchandise grossed $1 billion in licensing 

fees between 1977 and 1983,'~ and another $3 billion by 1997.'~ In fact, Star Wnrs 
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action figures were the best-selling toy for boys in 1996, even though Return of the Jedi, 

the most cecent Star Wars movie, was released 13 years earlier and the Speciai Edition 

release of Star Wars would not happen und 1997. Consumer involvement defined 

fandom as fans relived the movie through action figures, books, music and other 

products. The case of Star Wars defined modem movie merchandising; one anaiyst calls 

it "the holy grail of licensing."" 

As major distributors began to realize the potential of various ancillary markets, 

many began to follow the examples set by George Lucas' approach to Star Wurs. As 

inferred above, distributors largely ignored merchandising as a profitable ancillary 

market until Star Wnrs came dong. Since 1977, however, merchandising has evolved 

into a colossal enterprise accompanying aimost any film. Warner Brothers stores 

currently sel1 merchandise affiliated with their many brands, while Disney has licensed, 

for example, over 17,000 different 101 Daharions produc&." Star Wan was also the 

first movie shown nationally on pay-per-view. "Even though it was released on video 

cassette and was playing as a reissue in theaters, appmximately 30 percent of subscribers 

paid eight dollars to see it."'' Hoping to realize similar success, Universal Pictures 

relerised Pirares of Penzance {Wilford Leach, 1983) simultztneously on pay-per-view and 

in theaters, but faced disappointing ret~rns.~' Other cornpimies also experimented with 

combinations of theatrical and ancillary reiease: the weekend after Labor Day, 1983, 

Paramount decided to offer Flushdance (Adrian Lyne, 1983) cassettes for $39.95 while 

the film was still in theaters, and demonsüated to the industry an ancillary market's 

potential earning~.~' 
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What should be noted is that despite experirnentation with ancillary release 

strategies, the "initial release venue remained thea~ical."~~ As Stephen Prince writes, "a 

theatrical release, with its attendant hoopla, helped create and sustain viewer interest as 

the fdm passed through subsequent release windows into the anciliary  market^."^' in 

addition, major disuibutors, overcoming their initial distrust of these new technologies, 

reasserted their dominance over the marketplace and created the mass-market 

promotional campaign of today, of which merchandising and licensing are integral parts. 

George Lucas successfully created a Film Environment that developed audience 

demand for products affiliated with the Star Wars franchise, whether they be action 

figures, videos, books, music or breakfast cereds. But what is it about the Srirr Wurs 

brand that perpetuates its popularity? "Star Wars has a timeless quality," notes Lucasfilm 

Licensing vice-president Howard Roffman. "For a lot of people, [seeing the film] was a 

defining moment in their lives."" Millions of fans strive to recapture the nostaiga 

surrounding their fint experience of the movie that was itself designed to capture feelings 

of nostalgia. in many respects, Star Wars is a throwback to the classical Hollywood era, 

as described earlier in this chapter. In other ways, it is a throwbac k to a tirne for which 

many hold nostalgic feelings-a more innocent, rnorally driven tirne. The fdm teaches 

lessons that "good is stronger than evil, that humm values can triumph over superior 

technology, that even the Iowliest of us cm be redeemed, and that d l  this is relatively 

fite of moral ambiguity."36 Jack Sorenson, the president of LucasAm, thinks that Star 

Wars could be "the mythology of the nonsectarian world. It describes how people want 

to li~e.'*~' 



THE BLNR WlTCH PROJTXT: The Film 
The case of The Blair Witch Project contrasts to that of Star Wars in many 

respects. The fiim's budget. style, failed franchise and promotionai campaign also point 

to how this new era of technological innovation, the Internet era, is unlike preceding em 

of innovation and how the Intemet is, by its very nature, a medium reluctant to concede 

to corporate Hollywood's domination and assumption of control. if Star Wnrs looked 

back to the grandeur of Old Hollywood, then The Blair Witch Project, in the view of 

many film industry professionals, opens out ont0 an uncenain future. 

Stur Wars is often credited with revolutionizing marketing practices in the late 

1970s- particularly as they penain IO ancillary markets; The Blair Witch Projecf is often 

credited with revolutionizing marketing practices in the Iate 1990~~  particularly in 

reference to the Intemet. The Intemet was not a new medium in 1999, the year of Blair's 

release; nonetheless, for the film industry, the intemet was then-and still remains- 

difficult to manipulate for movie promotionai purposes. 

The Blair Witch Project, made by the non-Hollywood Company, Haxan Films, 

became the most successfui independent film of ail time, making more than $100 million 

in domestic theaters?' Constrained by the ultra-low budget of $3S,OOO, the filmmaicers 

ingeniously adapted techniques from previous horror films to create a hybrid faux- 

documentary horror film about three student fiImmakers who diegedly disappeared 

mysteriously in the woods of Maryland. The film was amateurishiy shot in real tirne on 

16mm film and on a Hi-8 digital camera. Resembling home videos that the audience 

itself was capable of producing, the amateurish style reinforced the movie's feel of 

authenticity, leading one critic to characterize it as ''the most harrowing horror film of the 

~ineties."~~ 
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With no hope of achieving standard glossy Hollywood production values, Haxan 

instead emphasized the extreme-indie style of the film, often to excess, creating a shaky- 

camera style that, according to some reports, made some audience members physically 

sick. To Haxan's surprise and delight, some audience members appreciated this departure 

€rom typical Hollywood effectsdriven movies. The connection between the film's visual 

style and its "independent" status will be discussed at length in Chapter 4. 

The fact that a film as stylistically rough as The Blair Wirch Project rose to 

blockbuster status was regarded as the signal of a shift in audience preference. A smail, 

non-Hollywood compmy had outperformed the mainstrem film industry by producing a 

film that cost a fraction of its Hollywood contemporaries. According io scholar Greg 

Merritt, The Blair Witch Project marked the "commercial ascent" of the independent 

film?' The interest in independent katures had for the most part disappeared around the 

mid-1970s mund the time of Star Wurs. But as the case of The Blair Witch Projtrcr 

suggested, some audiences were beginning to reject the mainsueam film industry's 

concentration on maximizing financial return through merchandise and multiple sequels. 

"1 think we've undennined the system in a way," says The Blair Witch Project co- 

director Daniel Myrick. "Some Hollywood types are taken aback that five broke dudes 

h m  Orlando could make a movie on a shoestring that seares the hell out of them.'4' 

For this reason, the second Blair movie, Book of Shadows: Blair Witch 2 (Joe 

Berlinger, 2000) did not attain success sirnilar to the fmt Blair movie, both at the level of 

the film itself and the Ievel of its promotion. The fdm's distributor, Artisan 

Entertainment, brazen in its attempts to capitaiize on The Blair Witch Projcct's initiai 

theatrîcal success, insisted on an encore. It released the sequel, discarding the original 
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film's look and feel and instead opted for glossy, slick production values. Artisan could 

not conceai the fact that the Blair franchise abandoned the very qualities that ensured its 

initial success. The fact that directors Myrick and Sanchez, despite king listed as 

executive producers of the sequel, wanted nothing to do with the sophomore effort 

signaled to fans that Artisan had abandoned the independent community so as to serve 

corponte interests. In effect, Blair Witclt 2 had ken  'mainstrearned,' and thus lost 

precisely the independent status and visual style that had drawn its core fans, 

Chapter 4 considers how quaiities at the level of the Bldr's promotion contributed 

to its success. In the meantime, I wiH focus on the Fdm's promotional campiiign. In 

particular, 1 will exrimine how the campaign resisted corponte interests in ways that are 

characteristic of film promotion during the intemet era. 

THE BLAIR WITCH PROJECT: The Fans Make the Promotion 
This film's survival revolved around its promotional "campaign." 1 use the term 

campaign cautiously, as that word implies a controlled and delibente operation, 

analogous to a politicai or rnilitaty campaign, with leaders and strategies. While The 

Blair Witch Projecr boasted a promotional campaign designed to convince audiences to 

rally behind the film and to watch it in theaters, the campaign was not a controiled or 

deliberate operation in the traditionai sease. indeed, the peculiarity of the film's 

"campaign" h a  allowed it to serve as the exemplar for web marketing movie campaigns. 

Especidy relevant is a grassroots tactic known as "bcommunity-based" or Wal"  

marketing, in which the "campaign" entaiis the organization of a fan base into an "active, 

awareness-generating online comrnunity.'" It is precisely this sort of campaign bat has 

distinguished the case of The Blair W c h  Project. Fans 'discovered' the film on a cable 
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television show, searched for information about it on the Intemet, visited the Haxan 

F i s  website, and created a conununity tbat communicated via the Haxan Films online 

discussion board. This network of fans then expanded to include additional fan websites 

dedicated to the film, which themselves invariably included discussion boards to enable 

further dissemination of fdm-related material. In addition, fans regularly visited sites in 

order to entice other surfers to visit the offcial Blair site and the various fan sites, and to 

create their own sites." This campaign hinged on word-of-mouth (or of keyboard) to 

spread information. 

Perhaps the most integrai component to the survivai of this son of campaign is the 

perception on the part of fans of an independent, grassroots effort. Fans trusted each 

others' opinions and trusted that they were not manipulated by corporate interests. Thus, 

the campaiga could not afford to emit a sense ofcorporate manipulation and control. 

Instead. the audience had to feel as though it controlled the campaign. Without the fans, 

the campaign and hence the product (in this case, The Blair Witch Project) would fail, 

The audience in this son of grassroors campaign does not tolerate king a pawn in a large 

corporate scheme, particularly when there is a chance t h t  the marketplace cm diversify 

beyond, for example, mrrinstrem Hollywood cinema. ûtherwise fans will abdicate their 

self-propelled promotional efforts and will instead focus on sabotaging the corporate-led 

scheme. This point can be iilustrated through a consideration of the specific case of The 

Blair Witch Project. 

In the beginning, The Blair Witch Project was headed stmight for video release. 

Gradually, however, oniine fan support drew it hto the spotiight, thereby opening the 

possibility of a theatrical release. The Nm's hyper-indie style further supported the 
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reputation of ïhe Blair Witch Project as a tnrly independent, grassrwts endeavor. As the 

film gained popularity, its fan-driven web campaign commanded media attention, as a 

new "Holy Grail" of web marketing for future online movie promotional ~ a r n p a i ~ n s . ~  

The film reached the Sundance Film Festival and sparked interest in a variety of 

distributors. The art-house and independent film wings of major distributors, like 

M i m a x  (Disney), Fineline (Time Warner) and Fox Searchlight (Fox), expressed interest 

in Haxan's unique film." However, the Young, independent Artisan Entertainment 

secured Blair's distribution. This acquisition by an independent Company w u  crucial. in 

that it further strengthened the carnpaign. An independent distributor beat out larger, 

more well-known companies, inspiring fans to more ferventiy support the film, as it 

meant that the film rnight mimr its distributor by beating out larger. more well-known 

films at the box office. Two weeks rifter the film's initiai theatrical release, 

www.blairwitch.com was the 45Ih most popiiar website on the intemet. luring almost 

650,000 visitocs per weekJ" The film itself accrued an incredible per-screen average of 

$56,002 in its first weekend?' As wdl, Artisan enjoyed a hefty 2.6 percent of the market 

share in 1999, thanks to "four words: The Blair Witch ~roject.'"' 

Anisan, reveling in ihis great success, tried to ride the popularity of the first The 

Blair Witch Project. The Company dove into Book of Shadows, the film's sequel, and 

hoped to employ a similar promotional cmpaign as Blair. It expanded the original Blair 

site, held a "webfest" during which fans could t& with the film's director and actors, 

and generaily tried to orchesvate another web-fwused Blair spectacle. Even director Joe 

Berlinger adrnits, "1 wanted to make a sequel to the phenornenon, not to the movie.'" 



Unlike the Star Wars francbise, Artisan could not perpetuate the popularity 

generated by the f i t  Blair movie. Most of the characteristics that secured fan support of 

the fmt movie were abandoned fifteen months Iater. The sequel was not produced by the 

same non-Hollywood Company, Haxan Films. Fans could not 'discover' the film, as 

Artisan made it well known that the next installment of the Blair franchise was in the 

works. A web phenomenon. which the f i t  movie was dubbed, connotes a one-time-only 

occurrence. Fans were happy to support an unorchestnted campaign, but refused to 

support a blatant corporate attempt to create a faux-independent phenomenon that was 

Book of Shadows. The independent characteristics of The Blair Wirch Project 

metarnorphosed into corporate ones and shot the franchise in the foot. 

DOES NON-TRADITIONAL MEAN NON-MA JOR DISTRIBUTION? 
Many distribution companies, particularly the majors, failing to gmp the 

intricacies of the internet, have plunged into marketing campaigns that have been unabIe 

to achieve anything close to the same level of success of 77te Blair Wirch Project. These 

campaigns have operated without proper examination of how certain factors that made 

Blair so successful may well be difficult or impossible to duplicate. In effect, these 

campaigns are destined to fail. Even Artisan, which is often credited with creating this 

revolutionary marketing strategy, has certainly not k e n  able to duplicate its success. 

Estabiished distribution companies stiU rely on traditional marketing smtegies to ensure 

that their films earn moniy. They have yet to devise an approach that will ensure conml 

over the Internet, film's newest ancillary market. Moreover, given the nature of the 

internet, the formulation of such an approach is highiy unlikely. It may be that this 
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grassroots medium, and its users, will remain strongiy disposed to resist coprate 

manipulation tbat occurs in the fonn of the traditional promotional campaign. 

Because film distribution is aiready rigidly stnictured and dominated by large 

conglomentes, srnaller, independent companies look to the tntemet as an altemate 

medium through which to promote and distribute films. Major disuibutors continue to 

focus their efforts on theaters as initial release venues, as they did after the reassertion of 

dominance over the home video market. Independent companies in the meantime are 

taking advantage of the Internet as an avenue through which to enter into the 

marketplace. This is troubling to the majors because these independent companies, rather 

than the majors themsehes, are at the helm of Internet distribution. Gnnted, indie 

companies also took advantage of other ancillary markets like home video through which 

to distribute productions during the time that majors distrusted the new medium. 

However, major distributors are more concerned with the case of the Internet because 

they cannot readily foresee market domination. Unless the majors derive a formula to 

ensure promotion and distribution success via the Intemet, these independent companies 

remain in positions of power. Suzanne Mary Donahue, in her comprehensive study of 

film distribution, commented on ancillary markets of the mid-80s: "The major 

distributo rs...feat that the markets they do not control will become the major markets.**50 

The same statement cm be applied to the Intemet market and the mindset of major 

distributors fifieen years later. 

Major film companies regard the Internet an exceptionaiiy mubiing medium 

because promotion and distribution do not operate on the inteniet in the s m e  manner as 

on video. In the case of video, promotion is still a fwiction of distribution in the same 
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conventional fashion as it is for theatrical release. Major distributors learned to cope with 

the novelty of video with tried-and-crue methods like market nsearch to determine the 

medium's viability. For instance, Paramount conducted a study in which 6û percent 

polled said "they might buy the cassette of a rnovie that they had enjoyed in a theater if it 

were available for purchase."" From this and similar studies, companies could assume 

that "cassettes of feature films are a supplementary market and not an alternative to 

filmgoing," and coordinate their promotion and distribution efforts accordingly in a 

controlled and deliberate manner.5' 

The internet, on the other hand, rejects this familiar promotion/distribution model. 

In the case of the Internet, promotion is no longer a function of distribution, and thus, in 

light of its independent and grassroots nature, becomes volatile and risky. Distribution 

companies may plan a traditional promotional campaign for a film and strive to generate 

buzz mund chat film via the web. Nonetheless, they cm control only the material 

released themselves, and even then, once that material has ken  posted on the web, it is 

accessible for anyone's use, legal or otherwise. It is nearly impossible to monitor. When 

fans create websites that may either laud. criticize, satirize or denounce a film, the film's 

promotion has effectively ken  taken out of the distributor's hands. Fans now possess 

editocial control over how the film wiii be perceived, as they circulate positive or 

negative word-of-mouth in various channels such as discussion boards, chat rooms and 

websites. in this event, successful online promotion no longer hinges on the distributor's 

close supervision and control, but on the virai, community-based communication arnong 

fans. In fact, a film's promotional campaign, once inflicted by fan participation, may 

xtually undermine the Wm's box office success. 
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Major distributors find it difficult to accept the unique reality of an intemet- 

oriented campaign. To say the least, surrendering contml of a promotional campaign is a 

risky venture. It is well known that typical movie budgets have become increasingly 

inflated. While the average negative cost for a feature Film was $39 million in 1995:" 

Watenvorld (Kevin Reynolds, 1995) set a new production budget record with its $175 

million price tag: Titanic beat that record two years later with a SZûû million b ~ d g e t . ~  In 

the case of these blockbuster movies, the need to ensure that a film earns back at 

minimum its negative costs has become more challenging than ever. A Company cannot 

afford to lose vduable promotion doitars should fm-driven intemet promotion turn 

negative. Because the internet does not offer the same promotional predictability as 

home video and other ancillary markets, major distributors are reluctant to fully adapt 

their marketing strategies to comply with the new medium and its cornrnunity-based 

attributes. As a result? the most innovative promotions have ken undenaken by non- 

major companies like Artisan Entertainment and Lion's Gate Films. These newer, 

smaller companies are willing to risk taking command of the Intemet as a vehicle for film 

promotion and are, in some cases, succeeding at doing just that. 

Suzanne Mary Donahue, writing in 1985, comrnents as follows on ancillary 

markets Like home video and pay-per-view: " W e  creating new opportunities, the new 

distribution technologies upset the baiance of power in the motion picture indu~try."~~ 

By the end of the decade, however, this dismption of power was resolved in favor of the 

major distributors, which had co-opted the new media so as to regain their footing in the 

industry. Similar concems abound for major Hollywood companies as they suuggie to 

understand and exploit the Intemet's promotional capabilities. So far, the majors have 
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yet to solidi@ a formula that ensures qeated Internet success of home video proportion. 

Momver, as E will discuss in ensuing chapters, it is unlikely that the major disuibutors 

will anive at such a formula, given the peculiarities of intemet fan culture. 
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Chapter 2 

The Intemet's Function in Mode Promotion: A Typology 

Studios are using the Intemet more and more to promote films since the Internet is 

increasingly becorning part of everyday life in North Arnerica (Nua internet Suweys 

estimates that, in 2000, 136.86 million people use the internet in the U.S. and canada).' 

Traditional modes of advertisement, including pnnt ads and television teasers, have not 

been abandoned by any means; rather, the lnternet is king incorpomted into the massive 

advertising campaigns that for many pictures now reach costs of $30 million. 

Recognizing the potential of reaching audiences inexpensively, smailer 

companies utilize the Intemet more aggressively-and, as 1 intend to show, differently- 

than their larger counterpiuzs, as was the case with Haxan Films and The Bluir Wirch 

Project. indeed, with regard to The Blair Witch Projecr, the Intemet's role was cmciai- 

how else would the Film have turned over $1.5 million on its opening weekend without a 

single television teaser? Artisan Entertainment's CO-president Amir Maiin comrnents: "1 

think this is the fmt time that the Web has been the most basic and important tool in 

getting to a movie's audience."' 

The internet, Like television, is a natural choice for the movie industry in tems of 

film promotion, given the unique promotional potential offered by its combination of 

visuai and aura1 characteristics. The distributor can achieve close paraiiels between an 

actual film and its promotion precisely because of these characteristics, even reproducing 

clips h m  the filni. Yet what the most innovative promoters find is that the intemet 
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offers more advanced and involvd ways to promote films by combining sound and 

image with written text so as to produce the most syncretic of artistic forms. Most 

importantly, the internet provides multiple forums ihrough which to generate "word-of- 

mouth," an influential and essential component of any fiim's promotion. Since The Blair 

Wirch Projecr, the Internet has pplyed an increasingly significant role in füm promotion 

as distributors attempt to hamess the marketing potential of the medium and to duplicate 

the online success of Blair. 

While the subject of Internet film promotion is becoming more prominent in 

industry-telated media coverage, few academic studies of film distribution address 

questions related to the Internet's function within film promotion. In this chapter, 1 

intend to open inquiry into this topic by proposing a typology of the Intemet's uses for 

film marketing. Given the incomplete state of current knowledge conceming the 

Intemet's role in film promotion, a typology cm serve as a helpful tool for categorizing 

these uses from the perspectives of major and independent distributors, members of the 

media, and fans and non-fans, as these uses have as wide a range as the Internet itself. 

The typology's specific exmples are representative of the spectmm of possibilities for 

Internet movie promotion. 

The issue of control for the fdm industry, as is typicd for any corporate entity, 

aises with respect to the protection of commercial property. The motion picture industry 

is no exception, as the principle of movie promotion itseif is to control not only a film's 

image, but tkat of the studio as weii. As copyright and intellectual pmperty issues form 

central concerns to the movie industry, it seems most appropriate to lay out the 

typology's foundation around this issue of control: how the film business is able to 
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control content over the Tnternet and how that control can slip out of reach. It is this 

question of control that distinguishes industry discussion of the intemet from that of other 

pmmotiond media (e.g., video, print, radio, et cetera). Television, radio and print are al1 

media over which the film industry exercises control in terms of promotionai content. 

The film industry tends to approach the intemet much in the sarne wüy, as the Internet 

dws, in many ways, allow the industry to control content. However, the lnternet also 

facilitates a multitude of non-traditionai applications that remove direct control from the 

hands of the film industry. 

Both major and independent studios can control content on their official movie 

sites (example: Lucasfilm's www.starwars.com or Lion's Gate Films' 

www.american~svcho.com). In addition, distributors cm to a cenain extent control 

content given to media sites like Ain'? It Cool News (www.;Unt-it-cool-newscom). 

Posting material online serves a variety of promotional purposes for distributors: both 

majors and independents use the intemet to sel1 tickets and merchandise, to promote 

more cheaply, imd to reach target audiences. In addition, majors keep up with their 

cornpetitors by posting websites, and independents secure funding and create cult-like 

followings with their sites. 

The film industry's control over the Intemet content slips out of reach, however, 

once fans appropriate film materiai and p s t  it on their own websites. This presents the 

other side of the coin in my typology: the ways in which fans and non-fans use film 

material on the intemet, ways which themselves affect movie promotion and which are 

often guite influentid. Fan-generated websites typicaiiy build upon and expand the 

information set forth by a film's promotional campaigu. Whereas general fïim 
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information sites tend to promote a film in the sarne manner as the distributor, others 

invert and even subvert the original online promotion. FWnon-fan sites faii under the 

heading of appropriations that the frlm industry cannot control. These can be further 

divided into the following categories: unsolicited promoters; textual engagers; and textual 

poachers. One must aiso consider the role of "bottom feeders," who seek to capitalize on 

another's fortune by pirating Internet promotional matend for their own commercial 

pupses. 

To îürther elabonte on this typology, it is necessary to investigate specific online 

examples. A particularly celebrated case is that of The Blair Witch Project. Having 

begun as an amateur project that rose to stardom, it has k e n  widely cited as a mode1 for 

distributors attempting to design internet promotion strategies. An examination of the 

complex manner in which Blair exploited the Intemet's potential for film promotion will 

help delineate the Intemet's vast range of uses. 

From the start, Haxan Films, the producers of The Blair Witch Project, believed 

they had produced a compelling film. It was only a matter of time before Sundance, 

Cannes, and its future distributor, Artisan Entertainment, realized it as well. First, 

however, fans responded to The Blair Witch Projecr's stirring subject matter, thereby 

generating the initial fervor for the film themselves. Word-of-mouth, facilitated via the 

internet, was responsible for the film's outstanding success as fan site after fm site 

sprang up, fed by continuaily-emerging "gooclies" posted on the film's official site. 

Throughout its Life span, Tite Blair Wirch Project's internet promotion saw 

multiple phases. It began as a project conceived by two t?lmmakers who, until then, ùad 

only made Planet Hollywood commercials for extra cash. Fan interest began with an 
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eight-minute teaser segment aired on the independent Film Channel. Fan sites soon 

began popping up, as the few who had heard of the project grew intrigued by the film's 

ambiguous story. Within a few months, The Blair Witch Projecr became the first horror 

film to be screened at the Sundance Festival. Immediately after the screening, Artisan 

Entertainment proposed a deal for distribution. The Blair phenornenon exploded from 

that point foward, as directors Daniel Myrick and Eduardo Sanchez found themselves 

with the periect film, in terms of content and form, for a highly magnetic, innovative and 

effective Internet promotional carnpaign. The Blair Witch Project was the fmt film io use 

the internet as its primary and almost exclusive mode of promotion. Its ultra-low 

$35,000 budget and leap from obscurity startled the major studios, which still today are 

attempting to come to terms with the extraordinary marketing possibilities of the Internet. 

Further, it is important to remember in the case of The Blair Witch Project that there was 

no single agent controlling the promotion, as was the case with a film like Star Wars. 

The majority of its promotion, conducted via the Intemet, called upon several different 

foms of agency, as will be discussed within the following typology. 

TRADITIONAL USES OF TüE iNTERNET AS MOVIE PROMOTION 
VEfIICLE: DISTRIBUTORS 

My overview of the typology begins with aspects of Intemet movie promotion 

that the film industry can control. 1 deem these uses "traditionai" because the control 

exetcised over these uses are consistent with the film industry's use of other promotional 

media such as print, television or radio. For my purposes, controllable content on a 

website is defined by information directiy distributed by movie Company and posted 

either on its official site (over which the distributor has direct control) or on media sites 
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to which a distributor may supply information, but over which it exercises minimal or no 

formal controi. 

Content controlled by the film industry aises on websites for studios (both major 

and independent), obscure filmmakers and their production companies, and media sites. 

Under the studio heading, we can contrast majors Sony Pictures Entertainment to 

independents like Haxan Films and Blair's distributor, Artisan Entertainment. 

Many credit Artisan with king the fmt to successfully operate an Internet- 

centered movie promotion campaign. Because The Blair Witch Project did so well in 

theaters, many viewed Artisan as king vastly different from major distribution 

companies in Hollywood. Indeed, there is a tendency in discussions of this film and the 

novelty of its web campaign to exaggerate differences between Artisan and major 

distriiutors, particularly with reference to the company's reasons for using the btemet as 

a vehicle for movie promotion. The Blair Wirch Projecr's promotional carnpaign was 

indeed distinctive in certain key respects. Nevertheless, there are also at the same time 

many sirnilarities that exist between the independent distributor and its mainsueam 

counterparts in terms of uses for the intemet as a vehicle for movie promotion. in what 

follows, 1 will describe these similatities dong with uses that are unique to the 

independent distributor. 

SIMILARITIES 
SeIl Tickets 

Major and independent distributors share many uses of the intemet as a vehicle 

for movie promotion. By and large, these uses correspond to weU-established approaches 

to film promotion that date back to the 1920s and the very origins of Hollywood's star 
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system. The most obvious and common similarity is using the internet to entice site 

visitors to buy tickets to a fdm's theatrical release. Common practices include the 

placement of trailers on a film's officiai site, as well as photo stiUs, interviews with cast 

and crew, and scenes from the movie. The Blair Witch Project's officiai site includes 

many of these sorts of feamres to generate and maintain interest in the film (Appendix 

A). 

Another popular feature on movie websites is suggestive of the e-commerce 

boom. Many rnovie sites include a link to ticket vendors so as to smooth the fan's 

transition from the Intemet to a serit in the movie theater. The Bluir Witch Project's New 

York premiere screening was first advertised on the rnovie's officiai site, which features a 

link to Moviefone.conl where visitors c m  buy advance tickets to the feature (Appendix 

B).' Many major studios also supply this option, although the relatively new procedure is 

not very widespread and those sites tbat do have it are noi completel y bug-free? 

Less Expensive Promotion Both Domestically and Intemationally 
Smailer, independent disuibutors find the Internet to be a cheaper way to promote 

their movies. as was the case with Artisan. Haxan perfonned the initiai promotionai 

efforts for The Blair Witch Projecf but did not have the financial resources to support a 

more traditionai and hence more expensive campaign. The Company focused efforts on 

the officiai website, updating it frequently to entice site visitors. Only when Artisan 

Entertainment picked up the film did the budget for pre-release promotion increase, and 

that was only to $1 million.s 

Major distributors are more open to spending upwards of $30 million in 

marketing. A movie must gmer sufficient box office revenues to earn back the film's 

negative costs, something not always ,paranteeci by releasing to the domestic market. 
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Internet as an economical way to reacb a global audience. In this respect, Artisan 

Entertainment was no different, given that distribution in various countries, including the 

United Kingdom, Japan, Taiwan, and others, acquued cights to the film! The German 

Blair site illustrates how the film's promotion was targeted to a German-speaking 

audience, even to the point of dubbing trailers and film clips into Geman (Appendix C). 

As well, Spanish distributor Lauren Films created the El Proyclcto de la Brujn de Blair 

site to reach Spanish-speaking audiences (Appendix D). 

SeIl Film-Related Merchandise 
One of the most common intended uses of the internet as a vehicle for movie 

promotion involves merchandise. Studios themselves are interested in maintainine a 

merchandising business to supplement their entertainment anns (many would argue that 

especially in the case of Disney, the entertainment a m  serves to supplement the 

merc handise). 

Again, the case of The Blair Witch Projecr is no different. As soon as the film 

was selected for the 1999 Sundance Film Festival, Haxan Films pduced "some redly 

nifty fieece hats, shirts, bail caps and Limited edition Blair Witch Projrct posters made 

just for  unda an ce!"' When Artisan Entertainment took over, ail kinds of products were 

available on the official store site featuring some form of the Blair Witch logo, ranging 

from shot glasses and flash to books, supplementary videos and a soundtrack. One 

article of merchandise in particular perbaps best signtfies the merchandise apparatus: 

shoppers can buy a black canvas bag simiiar to the one used by the actors in the film. 

Artisan expanded its merchandise offerings after the film had been released presurnably 

as a response to the film's vast fan foiiowing-more fans meant more potentid 
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customers. This newer merchandise was not, however, displayed on the Blair 

merchandise page. Instead, this merchandise was hidden within the pages that displayed 

photographs of the actors. One picture of Blair actress Heather contains "hot spots," 

which are sensitive areas of the screen that, when passed over by the mouse, are 

highlighted with boxes of text. For example, draw the mouse over Heather's head and a 

box pops up selling the Blair Witch Black Beanie ("Feel the chi11 of the movie in your 

bones but keep your head wam and cornfortab~e!").~ 

Reach Target Audiences More Effectively 
A significant segment of potential ticket buyers spends a great deal of time on the 

Internet. While it is difficult to track, the primary demographic on the Internet seems to 

be young men. aged 18-30.~ Althaigh this demographic seems to have the strongest 

online presence, other age groups also exist online in increasing numbers. The co- 

president of Artisan Entertainment sees Bluir' s target audience, 16- to 24-year-olds, as 

king an active online audience and therefore feels the lnternet to be an appropriate 

medium through which to reach them.I0 

in addition, the intemet is an ideal medium through which to reach audiences with 

very specialized interests. Therefore, virtualiy any movie cm be promoted online with at 

les t  some positive results, provided it reaches its target audiences effectively. 

Distribution companies cm no longer afford to ignore the medium of the Intemet in their 

movie promotion campaigns. 

DIFFERENCES 
Majors: Keeping Up With Cornpetitors 

When considering cenain traditionally controUed uses of the internet as a vehicle 

for rnovie promotion. one may wonder if many of the major studios were jumping on the 
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the major studios were not the ones setthg the trends and demarcating the boundaries of 

Intemet promotion. They were not inciined to recognize the Internet's extraordinary and 

unprecedented potentiai for what might be called non-traditionai approaches to film 

promotion, as more traditional media sufficeci to generate adequate promotion. 

It seems that independent studios were more attuned to the Intemet's non- 

traditionai potential. Smaller independent companies like Haxan Films took advantage of 

the newer medium in order to reach audiences who might be predisposed to independent 

or experimentai works. Perhaps this was more easily achieved because the executives of 

those studios, like Dan Myrick and Ed Sanchez of Haxan Films. were actually designing 

their own websites: in short, they actively participated in this Intemet culture, whereas 

major studios were more removed from the actual practice. Thanks to an attunement 

rooted in hands-on involvement, independent studios are, in effect, setting the guidelines 

conceming online movie promotion. Of course, major studios are quick to catch onto the 

latest trends set forth by their smder cornpetitors and attempt to duplicate the 

independent's success, as happened, for instance, in the case of The Blair Wirch Project. 

Independents: Secure Funding for Production andlor Distribution 
An independent studio may also factor in financial concerns in a website 

promotion campaign by recognizing the possibility of fundraising efforts. Haxan Films, 

for instance, used the internet to spread word about its movie, but in doing so, it garnered 

a lot of attention from larger studios. Roger Ebert called The Blair Witch Project the 

"most hyped fdm at the [Sundance] festival," thanks to active online fm participation as 

well as Jeff Johnsen's cal1 to the "Mark and Brian" radio show in Los Angeles, an event 

to be m e r  discussed in Chapter 3." This wss funher supponed by the fact that "pople 
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from al1 the major distributors were there. Mirarnax, Fineline, Artisan, Fox Searchligbt, 

October."" Being the most hyped fiim carried a lot of weight for Hnxan F i s .  which 

struck a distribution deal with Artisan Entenainment immediately after the füm's F m  

screening. 

Small Obscure Filmmakers/Companies: Secure Financial Assislance 
Numerous independent and unaffiliated Filmmakers aiso use the Internet as a 

vehicle for movie promotion, even though they may not believe their films will ever 

secure distribution. One reason to set up a website is a sort of "art for art's sake," 

whereby filmmakers set up websites in order to have a venue to display their work. 

These filmmakers are perhaps making films merely to make films, showing their work 

only to those who come across their sites by accident. 

A more pmctical use of the Intemet for movie promotion involves filmmakers 

hoping to secure financial backing. A filmmaker Lie Drew Johnson links his struggling 

film to Cineorphans, a website whose raison d'être is 30 give life to unseen films."" 

Johnson pleads for investment to save his film from obscucity at best and non-completion 

at worst. The link to Cineorphans was decidedly beneficial, as visitors from ihat site 

presumably clicked on the link to his film, The Roud Home. Johnson's site received 

2,057 hits as of March 26,2000." 

Independents: Create Cult-Lke Following 
The particular demographic that lurks online, as described above, is intepl in 

creating a cult-like following around a Fim. It proves useful and necessary for both 

major and independent distriiutors to create this following arouad their films, reeling in 

fans for repeated site visits and a bigh level of interest in the movie and information about 

it. 
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A huge presence on the Web makes a movie hard to ignore, particulariy if its 

name keeps surfacing in discussion groups and bulletin bards. Yet if a film is not 

marketed to the groups that generate much of this discussion, then that film's title does 

not enter discussion and therefore cannot install itself in such h u g  proportions. 

It rnay prove harder for major studios to reach a high level ofcult following for 

one of its films if the subject matter does not already have a audience. For example, X- 

Men (Bryan Singer, 20001, from Twentieth Century Fox, already had iui established 

following from its comic book format. Therefore, the official rnovie website enjoyed 

high visitation numbers. As well, fan sites abounded. A movie like The Blair Witch 

Project. on the other hand, did not have a fan base pcior to its inception as a film. Yet a 

major disuibutor may find it difficult to secure a strong cult following for its films, 

because many internet users have less suspicion of those who have had to work up from a 

grassroots level to reach celebcity status, as opposed to coprate film companies with a 

dominant market share. The independent studio is more accessible to the average 

Internet junkie who knows that this studio got its start from posting websites because they 

are cheap, not because everyone else is doing it. 

So Haxan Films and Artisan Entertainment cceated a cult-iike foilowing with their 

fdm by orchestrating its website in such a way so as to draw repeat visits (posting new 

pages of Heather's journal and putting up a "What's New" page) and developing the 

ambiguous background (truth or fiction?) that envelops the film. It is al1 the material 

included in the website, complete with plugs for the Sci-Fi channe1 speciai and 

merchandise like the Blair Wirch Dossier book, that achieves a massive fan base and 

keeps visitors interested. An article in Fortune magazine, "How TBWP Built Up So 
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Much Buzz," discusses exactly th. It mentions that the weekend the movie opened, 

Artisan took out a fidi-page ad in Variety magazine, as is customary, to acknowledge the 

film's opening gross. This ad, however, was different. It read: "B1airwitch.com. 

21,222,589 hits to date." Even the film's official tee-shirts had the web address written 

across the back. The ad not only signaled the massive reach the site had, but also how 

effective the campaign itself was. The co-director of the Sundünce Film Festival 

commented on this ad strategy, remasking, '"ïhey've really made people get involved 

with a sense of wmting to be involved with this film, wmting to be a part of the feeling 

around it." 

Again, it cm be said that a smail Company, relying on fans to generate much of 

the taik around the film, cm develop a cult following that a major distributor may not be 

able to replicate. The Blair Witch Projecr's creators were just "regular guys" More the 

film's massive success, as is clearly evident in Ed Sanchez or Dan Myrick's oniine 

joumals (Appendix E). Myrick covers the Cannes festival in his own elaquent 

vernacular, cornmenting on the French system of showering. An excerpt from his 

Sundance Film Festival journal i lais, "it's going to be hard reverting back to our $79.00 

foosbail table after playing on those commerciai grade garnes in Park City [at 

 unda an ce]."'^ As such reports show. these filmmaken appeared to be just like rnany of 

the fans, who imagine them to be starting from scratch, stmggling to find their place in 

thek profession and somewhat overwhelmed by their sudden gwd fortune. 

It must be noted that major distributors can secure cult-like foilowings for films, 

even if those fiims did not exist in other formats prior to the fiIm's release. Wamer 

Brothers' The Math (Andy and Larry Witchowski, 1999), for example, boasts a large 
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same kind of fervor over a movie in ways simila to an independent. This topic will be 

further explored in subsequent chqters. 

TRADITIONAL USES OF TKE INTERNET AS MOME PROMOTION 
VEHICLE: MEDU 
Build Positive Buzz 

Media sites form the next categoy of how distributors can control movie-related 

promotiond content over the Intemet in more traditional ways. These include exmples 

like Hollywood Reporter, E! Online or Ain 't It Cool News. The purpose of these sites is 

to sling out news about Hollywood and its upcoming or current deases, along with 

notable independent or foreign films coming from outside Hollywood. Studios 

strategicdly release information ro these sons of sites, as they are frequently accessed by 

movie fans looking for trailers, photo stills, posters and other exclusive material 

(Appendix F). 

Many depend on these particular sites to predetermine their selection for favorite 

film. lournalists in particular scour a site like Ain 't It Cool News (AICN) for hot stories, 

which places AICN film fanatic Harry Knowles in a rather influentid position. "Studios 

know if you bring [Knowles] on a set, you'll get good buzz out of him-and that will 

translate into other media attenti~n."'~ Thetefore, having information about a film posted 

on a site tike AiCN is a strategic move for studios and not a move made haphazardiy. 

Haxan Films too felt that the strategy wodd be appropriate, "Figuring AiCN as the best 

way to gec the word out to an obsessive fan base, Myrick and Sanchez had apparently 

slippd Knowks the blurb [about The Blair Witch Project7s fiightening nature]."" 

Of course, the film industry's contml over media sites extends only CO the 

information it provides to those sites. What the media does wiifi that information is not 
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controllable; however, it is in these sites' interests to maintain good relations with the 

film industry so as to continue receiving exclusive information. 

NON-TRADITIONAL USES OF THE INTERNET AS MOME PROMOTION 
VEHICLE: 
FANSAVON-FANS 

Fan and non-fan sites work less ostensibly to hype an upcoming film. These sites 

typically borrow information from official sites and reshape the material to suit the 

purposes of the webmaster. These non-traditional uses thus invert how the film industry 

intends to use the Internet as a vehicle for movie promotion. However, these sites still 

work to promote films and tend to do so more expediently and efficiently than do the 

official sites. 

Save for one exarnple, my typology does not separace fan and non-fan sites 

because both work to generate word-of-mouth and awareness about a film. However, it 

is necessary to note that non-fan sites do exist and can be potentially problematic for 

disiributors if they prove influentid or popular. For the purposes of this typology, 

though, fûn and non-fan sites can be categorized together. 

In tems of movie promotion, fm sites represent the most complex set of sites and 

are the most difficult to define. As a medium so conducive to word-of-mouth (or 

keyboard), the Intemet fosters participation and interaction with a film, perpetuating that 

film's continued success. News spreiids from surfer to surfer, as they suggest a particular 

site, and many Intemet users take it upon themselves to set up their own sites to more 

easily facilitate this communicative pmess. In doing so, users help to produce interest in 

a film, which circles back to attract more fans and yet more interest. As 1 will discuss in 

the next section of this chapter, there are diverse types of fan sites. For instance, some 

fan sites offer mainly factual information to site visitors. A more advanced fan site 
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engages with the film matenal yet does not venture into newly created material. Yet 

another form of site creates its own matenal, as Henry Jenkins discusses in his book 

Te-riual Poachers: Television Fans and Participatory ~uliirre." The Blair Witch Project 

worked to generate a feeling of involvement from the average fan by doing precisely this. 

The proof was in the fan sites themselves and the fans* responses to the movie's success. 

Therefore, the typology divides fan and non-fan sites into the following: unsolicited 

promoters, textual engagers, textual poachers, and bottom feeders. 

Unsolicited Promoters 
Many sites work in a similar fashion to a film's official site or a media site. These 

simply provide general information about a film, like the release date, posters, photo 

stills, and trailers. One particular site, Upcomingmovies.com, achieves the status of being 

a faidy reliable informational source but does not have the same reputation as a media 

site like Ain 't Ir Cool News. The site is host to updates about various films, resembling 

the sorts of updates that media sites host. Yet pcimacily one person runs 

Upcomingmovies.com. The site is beginning to break into fame and features a list of 

ncent mentions the site has received in the mainstrearn media.19 

M e r  sites have sewed as promotion vehicles for a film because of the 

webmaster's dedication and fandom. For example, A&els Tlie Blair Witch Project 

Fanatic's Guide was one of the first Blair Witch sites up on the Intemet ( Appendix G). 

As early Blair Witch interest rnaterialized online, two people met over a discussion board 

posted at Haxan Films-these were Abby and Eric of A&. Their website was a oft- 

referenced site from which visitors could discover the latest information about The Blair 

Witch Project, B e  news articles and reviews and Links to senous and not-so-serious fan 

sites. Visitocs could also foilow the link "Promote TBWP Online!" which features 
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"[p]laces where you c m  rank, vote for, and spread the word about TBWP.'*" News items 

and updates about ihe frlm persuaded fans to revisit the site w hile simultaneous1y 

encouraging the film's online promotion. 

Abby and Eric played a signiticant role in stirring up a lot of excitement around 

the film long before its release, including excitement fmm the directors. "When we 

finally met [the directors]," Abby cornmenteci, "they were excited to met us,..we went 

fom king moderately obsessed fans to king  frknds with these guys and hanging with 

them and it's amazingly c~ctl."~' A&r's website becme a sort of official of the unofficiai 

sites for Thr Blair Witch Projecf. even recognized by the filmmiikers as such. The proof 

may be in the numbers, as over 1.4 million visited the site since its inception on April4, 

1999." 

As a side note. 1 should mention that there had been suspicion as to the genesis of 

this pmicular website. Patrizia DiLucchio questions the practice of fan sites posting 

movie reviews, remarking that these might very well have k e n  the studios themselves 

acting under pseudonymous identities. The Blair Witch Project's incredible success 

online due to fan üctivity had k e n  targeted as possible "deceptive cyberspace 

marketing." A&e's site in particularsparked controversy as DiLucchio eited the site's 

b'suspicious" language: 'The creators.,.teli site visitors, 'We're just very dedicated fans,' 

and until recently offered suggestions on how other fans might help promote the movie: 

'Buy TBWP Stock at the Hollywood Stock Exchange! Rank TBWP at the Intemet Movie 

Database! Rank TBWP at Ain? It Cool ~ e w s ! * " ~  So whether or not this actually 

qualified as a fiin site is left to interpretation; however, a srnail Company like Haxan may 

not have had such devious tactics in mind. On the oiber band, it was possible that the 
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Company commissioned its friends to fdl the role of fans. It is difficult to say-it shows 

that items on the internet cannot always be taken at face vaiue. Reg;irdless, this type of 

fan site does serve to promote the film. Whether or not the site is legitimately fan in 

ongin is not so clear. 

This kind of site is typical in the beginning stages of a film, before its commercial 

release. When talk of a film is new, fan sites are often purely informational in narure, 

with photo stills, links to tnilers and release information. Generally, the fan will post 

cornmentary and a discussion board, but these sites serve primmily as a gathering place 

for those interested in the same film. For a small film like The Blair Wirch Project, this 

type of site was incredibly important, as it got the bail rolling on excitement surrounding 

the Film. 

The site recognized as being the earliest posted about the movie is The Blair 

Witch Projecr Forum, which webmaster Jeff Johnsen first posted in December 1998, a 

full month before The Bldr Witch Projecr received attention at the Sundance Film 

Festival. When Haxan Films leamed of its existence and the commotion it was 

generating, they began divulging privileged information to the webmaster who would 

then post that news on the Forum. This allowed site visitors special mess  to information 

not available on any other fan site. The site creator then got himselfon a syndicated Los 

Angeles radio show, a m v e  that stirred up nationai attention for the movie. The official 

site got 1,6OO visitors the &y of the show and another 1,000 îhe day after." 

Obviously, sites like A&e$ The Blair Witch Project Fanatic's Guide and The 

Blair Witch Project Fonm were intended to give a favored movie an extra shove in the 

promotion department. Although îhe content and its uses were uncontrollable, these sites 
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stiil fostered the same results as do their 'official' counterparts. These unsolicited 

promoters encouraged site visitors io buy tickets to the film in question. To this end, the 

sites conducted the same tactics as the studios. 

Textual Engagers/Textual Poachers 
Other fan sites invert these practices. This is not to Say that the intended end of 

using the Internet as a vehicle for movie promotion is subverted, since a fan goal may be 

to convince as many people as possible to see the movie and contribute to discussion and 

expansion of the movie's text. have divided these types of fan sites into two kinds: that 

of the textual engager and, to borrow Henry Jenkins' terni, that of the textual poacher. 

The textuid engager takes a film's material and engages with that materiai. One 

such website organized The Blair Witch Project Camping Trip to Maryland's Black Hills 

where the movie was shot (Appendix H)." A travel itinerary discussed plans for the five- 

day trip, which included exploring physical sites featured in the movie as well as two 

days camping in a state park. Another textual engager created The Blair Witch Project 

Chronicle, one person's personalized story of his experiences with the movie. "The 

thought of a movie based on the story of three young people disappearing ... sent a shiver 

up my spine while at the same time, peaking my interest. 1 just had to know more.""> 

Textual engagers also appeared on discussion and message boards, relating their own 

experiences with the film. These websites did not promote the film so much as they 

promoted the interaction and discussion of a cornmon theme. However, in order to 

participate properly on many of these websites, it was necessary to buy a ticket and see 

the film; therefore they still worked to promote the film in a manner acceptable to 

commercial purposes, albeit ratier indirectiy. 
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In his book, Textual Pouchers, Henry Jenkins discusses fan cultures that develop 

around particular television shows like Star Trek and Beaury and the Beast. Both textuai 

engagers and textual poachers belong to what Jenkins calls "a rich and complex 

participatory culture."" Forums iike discussion or message boards are created through 

which fans can discuss their favorite films. The Intemet itseif fosters the development of 

such a culture, as its very format encourages linkages to related sites and the interaction 

of participants. Fans of The Blair Witch Project started at least two different webrings, 

which iinked fan sites together and made them accessible to each other (Appendix i). 

One webring linked to 2 1 1 fan sites, which ranged from purely informational sites to 

textual engagers to textual poachers. A&& popular site was part of this ring, serving as 

a sort of endorsement for that ring. The other webring linked to a considerably smaller 

number of fan sites, presumably because it did not play host to the more influentid and 

popular Blair fan sites. 

Textud poachers engage more fully with the text of the film, interpreting it 

beyond what the filmmaicers had originally intended. "Fans don? simply consume 

preproduced stories," wcites Jenkins. 'They manufacture their own fanzine stories and 

novels, art prints, songs. videos. performances, etc."'8 Thus, fans 'poach' the texts 

aiready given and create new material from that, While Jenkins wrote this of television 

fan cultures, movie fan culture and that of The Blair Witch Project are no different. 

Original material was spun from the text of the film, which then served to iink groups 

together in an interactive capacity. For instance, numerous sites suggested a conspiracy 

against one of the student filmmaicers in the movie. The Witch Files posited that Heather 

played a role in a "U.S. Intelligence operative" and thus did not disappear but hid 
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he~self .~ There were also tùil sites dedicated to reveaiing suspicions behind the story, as 

was the case in one particular site that posed suspicions about each character's 

involvement as well as a discussion board on which to p s t  one's own take on events. in 

this way, not only were fans poaching on the material to create background stocies of 

their own, but fans were also becoming part of this "cich and complex participatory 

culture." 

Fan sites were largely made up of textual poachers, especiaily in the case of The 

Blair Witch Project, Blair was particularly inviting to textual poachers because so little 

information was revealed in the film itself. Much of the film's "backstory" emerged on 

the official site, including the extensive investigation after the students' disappearance 

and the legend of the Blair ~ i tch? '  Because so Little information was revealed within the 

film, fans took it upon themselves to develop the narrative. 

Original matecial that has been created in the name of the Blair Witch included 

artwork, as one site offered an amalgrnation of images from the movie and text from the 

website (Appendix J ) . ~ '  Another site, Cumorgan S Cabin in the Wmis, posted photos of 

Blair Witch Action Figures ("Sonic Scream Heather cornes with real crying action and 

mnny nose (6 oz. snot pack included)"), presumably derived from the webmaster's own 

imagination?' 

Websites such as these provide a mode1 from wûich studios draw so that Internet 

marketing campaigns similar to that of The Blair Witch Project cm be successfuiiy 

executed. One might venture to say that the textual poaching stage reached by fans 

creates a cult-like foilowing and in tum generates a desirable amount of fervor 

surrounding an upcoming film. In other words, a movie studio might gauge its most 
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successfd ventures by the size, participation and interactivity of fan culnires. However, 

not al1 studios hope to reach this point, since they are more interested in controlling the 

material they set forth. For instance, Lucasfilm once sought to control fan publications 

that spun out of the Star Wnrs trilogy, as it viewed some of the materid as "violating the 

'faruily vaiues' associated with the original filrns.'l3% addition, Luciasfilm is attempting 

to control the content of fan sites by hosting the sites on its Star Wurs server (to be 

discussed in Chapter 5). 

Haxan Films and Artisan Entertainment, on the other hand, did nothing of the 

sort. In fact, they seemed to foster the propagation of fan sites. Whether or not these 

sites stuck to the original story was irrelevant. The very thought that word about the film 

is on the internet at ail conjured up excitement in the filmmakers. Therefore, they did not 

quel1 any reactions to the film's materiai, regardless of the message it rnight send out. 

This approach obviously differs fundamentaily from the traditionai promotionai approach 

which, for various reasons, attempts to impose Limits on the film's public profile. 

It is because of this generosity with the film's materid that certain Blair fan sites 

emerged and attained national recognition. The Blair Wamer Project, for example. was a 

site that unearthed the fate of Blair Warner fiom the sitcom Facts of lifi (Appendix K). 

The site provided a chronology of eveats trampiring at Eastland School in Peekskill, New 

York. The webmistress also m t e  'Tootie's Journal," a document s p f i n g  a feature of 

the officiai site, "Heather's Journal.** This site reached popularity when it was featured on 

MTV, then Spin Online, Enteminment Weekly, the Boston Globe and TNT Rorigh Cut. 

The site received 195,541 hits as of Mach 29,2000. This site presumably spurred a lot 

of copycat sites, eich spoofmg some aspect of the movie's title and hcorpotating populitr 
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culture. Among these were The Bilt Gates Project, The Beavis Witch Project, The 

Hillary Witch Project, and T/ie Tubbie Witch Project (a description for which read: "In 

1998, four Teletubbies went into the Tubbie Forest to play hide and seek, and were never 

heard from again. A year later, Po's scooter was found.")?' 

As Jenkins writes, fans manufacture their own novels, art prints, songs and 

videos, among other foms of media. Short films have popped up on these spoof sites 

mocking the formal and narrative structures of The Blair Witch Project. The Blair Kitsch 

Project, for exarnple, features the 'Wacky hijinx of [three New York hipsters and 

professional trendspotters] - a Eurotmshean, a gay guy and a wannabe scene queen who 

are left to their own devices (namely, Nokia's) in the Long Island wildernes~.".'~ In 

addition, short films such as The Bhir Princess Projrct (Paula Goldberg, 1999) were 

available on video. 

Also lumped into this category of fan sites serving movie promotional purposes 

are anti-fan sites. Discussion boards were best for discussing feelings both positive and 

negative about the film, and negative feelings were best expressed somewhere like the 

Bhir Witch Sucks website: ''The movie was absolutely ludicrous ... Anyone who ever 

thought that story was real is just as stupid as the person who created this tra~h.'.~~ 

Although these sorts of comments and websites did not comply with Haxan 

Films' intentions regarding movie promotion (filmmaker Ed Sanchez writes, "We look 

forward to hearing what you [fans] di thought of the film. Unless you didn't like it. We 

don't realiy want to hear from you if you didn't like it."), they still genented discussion 

about the fdrn?? Studios have always depended on word-of-mouth to spread news about 

an upcoming release and increasingly the lnternet is king recognized as an effective and 
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expeditious way to achieve this. The buzz and hype surroundhg The Blair Witch Project 

encowaged more and more people to discover the film for themselves. Such fervor could 

be held responsible for opening weekend eamings of $1.5 million on 27 screens, an 

average of $56,OCQ per screen?' 

Bottom Feeders 
The designation "bottom feedef' refers to sites that use the words Blair, Witch, 

and Project for personal gain in ways that m y  have nothing whatsoever to do with the 

film. Rick Altman, in his book Film/Genre, designates the operators of such sites as 

"~~uatters."~~ One such bonom feeder involves a Swiss domain narne. The site 

www.blairwitch.ch was up for sale for 700 DM to anyone willing to buy the domain 

(Appendix L). Presumably, the current owner of the site suspected that Artisan 

Entertainment or its international distribution affiliates would be willing to shell out for 

this domain name should the need for a Swiss Blair Witch site arise. The owner could 

aiso earn money if a die-hard Fm is willing to pay as well. Many bottom feeden 

anticipate the production and release of popular movies in advance, and register those 

names before a distributor can. For example, the offciai site for Ttie Lord of the Rings 

(Peter Jackson, 2001) lives at www.lordoftherings.net, because the dot-corn address is 

already registered to a fan. 

Other bottom feeders abound on pornopphy sites on the internet. It is common 

practice to incorporate frequently searched terms üke Leonardo DiCaprio or Britney 

Spears as keywords that desctii porn sites for search engines. This practice draws more 

hits to a porn site not nonnally accessed. The Blair Witch Project was no different. If 

one used a search engine to locate information about The Blair Witch Project, many porn 

sites came up. A Yahoo! search tumed up one site that faiied to mention that it did not 
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feature any Blair matend, instead luring visitors with the tagline, "Try the best vcd blair 

witch project download!" Fans approaching this site might have thought that it featured a 

new Blair Witch trailer or screensaver, unaware that the link would connect to a teen sex 

website?' Another link took the visitor to "Luscious T i y  Little Lolita Teens," yet the 

site address, www.vcd-amencan-~ie-blair-witch-~roiect.~uzvstabs.com, contained tides 

from two of the hottest summer movies of 1999 in order to entice unsuspecting visitors to 

a pomographic site."' 

REEVALUATING PROMOTlON FOR TüE INTERNET 
Despite the difference in approach to the Intemet and online movie promotion, 

major and independent studios still aim for the same result: to sel1 tickets to the film, to 

have it seen in theaters, To ensure that their movies are being promoted properly, 

distributors customarily prefer to maimize their control ovet filrnic material. In many 

respects, major and independent distributors utilize the intemet as a vehicle for movie 

promotion similarly: to sel  tickets and metchandise, to promote less expensively both 

domesticdy and intemationally, and to reach target audiences. There exist numerous 

differences between these types of studios as well. For instance, majors use the Internet 

to keep up with their independent cornpetitors. Via the Intemet, indies can secure 

financial assistance for production and/or dismiution and can also develop cult-like 

foiiowings. in addition, media sites set forth information that for the most part maintains 

a studio's control over film material and builds positive buzz. 

Fan and non-fan sites serve ends that the frlm industry has difficulty controlling. 

While unsolicited promoters like Jeff Johnsen served similar purposes as the Film's 

officiai site, as did his site The Blair Wirch Projecr Forum, it was completely his decision 
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to do so. Other sites were not so generous, instead serving individuai and often creative 

purposes. Textuai engagers and textual poachers transformeci the film's text into new, 

original fan materiai in the fonn of artwork, novels, films, or action figures. However, 

inverting the distributor's control over film materid in this way is a process thrit typically 

revens to promoting and generating buzz around a film. Moce people purchase tickets to 

the film so they can participate in the buzz and continue to generate hype. 

The Blair Wirch Projrct is o€ten cited as a mode1 for future internet promotional 

campaigns. In following chaptecs, 1 will provide a more detailed anaiysis of the role of 

the Intemet in the promotion of The Blair Wirch Projecr, as well as the difficulties 

inherent in subsequent attempts to replicate this method of movie promotion. 
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Chapter 3 

Turning $35,000 into $100 Million: 
The Marketing Campaign of The Bhir Witch Project 

"The call came. Artisan [Entertainment] wanted to talk that night. Holy moly. 
[Producers] Gregg [Hale] and Rob [Cowie] went.. . to meet with the Artisan 
guys.. .The first call came in around 3 am 1 guess. Gregg sounded serious. 'They 
want to buy the film,' and he gave me a number dong with al1 the other info. 1 
was shocked. It was al1 happening way too fast. We tdked, 1 called Dan [Myrick, 
CO-director], and then for the rest of the nipht, every half hour or so, Gregg would 
cal1 with an update, until at 6 am the final cal1 came. 'We just sold the film.' And 
that was it, my sisters and brothers. 1 laid down and felt something that C never 
thought 1 would feel at that moment. I felt Loss. The Blair Witch Project was no 
longer ours. It was kind of sad that it was out of our hands. 1 cried like a baby. 
Blair was the first film to sel1 at the 1999 [Sundance Film] Festival." 

-Eduardo Sanchez, CO-director of The Blair Witch ~rojecr' 

Artisan Entenainment is often credited with revolutionizing marketing strategies 

in the late 1990s. The mainstrem motion picture industry looks for the formula that will 

duplicate Artisan's success. The Company is credited with transforming a small, 

independent film into a wildly successful phenornenon through the exclusive use of an 

Intemet promotion campaign. Artisan effectively orchestrated online fan activity to 

disperse positive word-of-moutb, or so it would appear to the casual observer. Upon 

closer examination, however, one realizes that Artisan's only revolution in marketing 

derived h m  ailowing fan involvernent to d i t  one component of the marketing 

campaign, a component that aiready existed prior to Artisan's purchzise of and 

involvement with the film. Artisan's deiîberate strategies, meanwhile, continued dong a 

more traditional marketing track as Artisan reiied on such tactics as sneak screenings, 

theatrical trailers and merchandising. Therefore, to name Artisan as purveyor of 

revolutionizing marketing strategies is an inaccuraie claim, a mistake that helped to 



rocket Artisan to fame and that left the mainsueam movie industry scrambling 

unsuccessfully to compete on the sarne front. 

This chapter' s detailed account of Blair's marketing campaign describes how the 

hybrid of old and new promotional approaches operated within the campaign fmt for 

Haxan and then for Artisan. Haxan and Artisan's deliberate efforts to promote The Blair 

Witch Project did not do as much for the film's success as did three essentially fortuitous 

events, al1 of which helped to catapult Blair into the public eye. These events include: (1) 

an eight-minute segment of the unfinished The Blair Witch Projecr airing on a cable 

television show; (2) fan Jeff Johnsen's unsolicited appearance on a Los Angeles radio 

show to promote the film and its website; and (3) Artisan's speedy purchase of the film at 

the 1999 Sundance Film Festival. As incidental as these three events were, they each 

served in their own way to maintain an unoffieid, yet focused, promotional cmpaign. 

These events directly or indirectly highlighted the film's real-versus-fake narrative, and 

they tiirther involved fans in the 'discovery' of the film. Most importantly, the three key 

events focused attention on the grassrmis, independent nature of the film and its 

producers. 

The aspect of The Blair Witch Project that has proven rnost significant in cerms of 

the world of film culture, the aspect that most clearly defines the film and the clamor 

surrounding it, is the film's dependence upon the btemet for its critical and commercial 

success. This dependence single-handedly drove the film's marketing and promotion, and 

opened the gateway for the notion that online tilm promotion would be necessary for the 

success of film promotional efforts of the future. 
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The Blair Witch Project was not the fmt film to have a supplementai website, but 

it was the f i t  that synthesized various conditions to work in its favor via the Internet. 

Fan support and word-of-mouth buzz are crucial elements to a film's ultimate success 

and the online version of these were said to be aimost completely responsible for Blair's 

incredible profit margh2 Haxan began this pmject with hopes of a cable andor vide0 

release, and finished with the highest gossing independent film in history. The 

Cinderella success story appealed to fans who were eager to tum the Limelight away €rom 

typicai Hollywood blockbusters in support of a noncorporate grassroots entity that 

unabashedly relied on fan support. This film, "captur[ing] the imagination of thousands 

of Internet fans," has ben deemed an "imaginative garnbit," "a cleverly marketed 

movie," and the "must-attend social event for plugged-in ~merica."~ 

This Internet marketing scheme began in June 1998, when Haxan Films created 

the initiai website for their fledgling, yet-to-be-edited film. The Intemet-created buzz 

that accompanied the film to the Sundance Film Festival in January 1999 attracted the 

attention of the net-sawy distribution Company, Artisan Entertainment, Artisan bought 

the film after The Blair Witch Project's fmt showing at Sundance and immediately 

jumped into the internet-based promotion that was aiready in full swing. 

Blair's Intemet success is often said to have been driven and even controlled by 

fans. in this regard, the oficial website was less important than the multitude of 

independent, fan-sponsored sites, newsgroups and discussion boards. It was Blair's 

explosive presence over the Intemet that convinced Artisan to approach the promotionai 

campaign at a distance, from the figurative backseat. instead of actively hyping the f i  

in an exclusively conventional manner, Attisan aiiowed fans to determine the direction of 
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the campaign. 1 would argue that, in doing so, Artisan was fully aware of the colossal 

online success facing Blair. Artisan accepted witû open anns the credit given for 

creating this groundbreaking marketing scheme, but its real achievement was merel y 

presewing already-existing conditions that facilitated the film's online success. This 

presewation allowed Artisan to surreptitiously get what it wanted and needed from fans 

without seeming to be orchestrating the frlm's entire promotion. 

Artisan recognized the Internet to be the most effective medium through which to 

pmmote Blair. Its decision was based on considerations related to the film's target 

audience, stylistic structures, the independent status of the film and, most importantly, fan 

involvement. Using these factors to their utmost potentiai, Artisan placed pseudo-control 

in the han& of online fans who in turn rnistook it for full control. "What people love 

about Intemet programming is that they feel like the y're in control of the show," 

comments David Wertheimer, CE0 of WireBreak Entertainment, an online entenainment 

company? It was precisel y the apparent passivity on the part of Artisan that enabled The 

Blair Witclt Project to achieve the largest profit margin in the history of filmmaking. Yet, 

what has not been recognized is that the marketing campaign of The Blair Wirch Project 

relied on three unplanned events, d l  of which focused attention on the unique 

characteristics of this film, served to condition further decisions about promotion, and 

encouraged unfettered support from movie fans weary of the typical fare offered by 

Hollywood. The discussion that follows concerns how these pivotai events served to 

determine the direction of the Blair campaign. 



THE BLAIR WlTCH PRO JECT 
One notable feature of the film's website is the extent to which it served to create 

a new story by extrapolating €rom the events of the film's narrative. This nmtive can be 

summarized as follows: Three student fümmakers go into the w d s  near B~ürkittsville, 

Maryland, intending to divulge on camera the legend of the Blair Witch. The film is 

Heather Donahue's project and Jeff Leonard and Michael Williams accompany her as 

camera and sound operators. The trio soon becomes lost in the woods and spends the 

next several days growing increiisingly exhausted while walking in circles. These last 

days are harrowing as they are subjected to tonnent by an unseen entity. Jeff disappears 

after discovering strange muck on his bag. The two remaining students corne acmss a 

house in their frantic search for Josh, and the film ends with an eerie shot of the floor as 

the ciunera hits the ground. They are, as the title card at the beginning of the film reads, 

never heiud from again. 

The officiai website adds background to this story, including the exhaustive police 

search that failed to recover the bodies, the discovery of the students' cameras and film, 

and the commissioning of Haxan Films to piece togetber this film into what is known as 

The Biuir Wirch Projees. 

THE MARKETING CAMPAIGN 
The Blair Wirch Project's marketing campaign rested on a fornitous mix of both 

careful caiculation and accidentai circumstance. With a massive fan base following the 

fifm almost h m  conception to exhiiition and beyond, the fümmakers at Haxan Films, 

and later Artisan, could hardly contain the film's promotion in one controlled operaiion. 

instead, bth Haxan and -Artisan used these accidental circumstances to their dtimate 



advantage, possibly even orchestraring events and getting press in such a way that 

inspired more accidentai charactecistics. 1 must note that here 1 use the word "campaign" 

loosely, without the farniliar connotation of deiiberate actions. Indeed, in my view, The 

Blair Witch Project's promotion amounted, in essence, to an unintended collision of 

factors that Artisan was able to rnaximize to their fullest potential. 

It is often said that Blair's campaign was entirely different from the conventional 

marketing approach employed by major distributon. There are, indeed, important 

differences. However, this film's hybrid campaign of old and new strategies requires a 

more nuanced assessment. We can distinguish between two basic stages. At the 

beginning, Haxan used an unconventionai ilternet-based approach that depended heavily 

on fan involvement. As the film's theatrical release drew nearer and Artisan took over the 

campaign, the promotion took on characteristics of a more conventional carnpaign, 

invoking tnditional media and well-established film promotion methods. 

One comrnon stmtegy of the typicd Hollywood film involves the release of eacly 

'teasers' (shortened versions of theatrical trailers, that are "designed to tease the audience 

and pique their interest in an upcoming movie"), slowly building buzz thmugh celebrity 

interviews, trailers, advertisements and posters, and finishing by pulling out al1 the stops 

with a major advertising blitz on radio, cable and network television, newspapers and 

magazines? The intended result is a successhl opening weekend, pulling down enough 

ticket sales to recoup at least the film's negative ~ o s t . ~  

Haxan Films and Artisan Entertainment recognized early on that their film would 

not be well served by a ngid and traditionai markethg campaign. A film so opposite to 

its Hoiiywood contempomies hardly possessed the stamina to survive a major campaign, 
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let alone the marketability to command a major share of the box office on its first 

weekend. Therefore, Haan and Artisan wisely followed what has been identified as an 

indispensable promotional guideline guaranteed to drive the product in question to 

success: "monitor the competitor's media usage, in order to find unoccupied ground in 

the communication landscape."' At the time of Blair's binh, movie studios were only 

using the Intemet for photo stills and celebrity bios, and Little else. The web 

"phenomenon" of Blair emphasized the potential of intemet promotional carnpaips, a 

marketing option that movie studios have since tried to emulate. Haxan and then Artisan 

relied on the internet as a primary means of marketing the film because, as Myrick 

reflects, "Ir was cheap."' 

First Pivotal Event 
The first pivotal event in the film's marketing derived from a decision by co- 

director Dan Myrick to approach John Pierson. the creator and host of the Independent 

Film Channel's show, Split Screen. Myrick had been hired as a crewmember for a 

segment of the show that was filming at the 1997 Florida Film Festival. He managed to 

hand over an eight-minute semgnent of the unfinished The Blair Witch Projecr and waited 

for Pierson's impressions. Pierson initialiy believed it to be a real, "unsolved mystery" 

type clip and was spooked by it. 'The eerie and compelling quality of the original 

sample made me suspend my disbelief and overlook certain implausibilities in the 

backstory" Pierson later wrote? He loved the eight-minute sample, running it on Split 

Screen and generating enough money to finance the completion of the film. 

This event proved to be a pivotai event in the marketing carnpaign of The Blair 

Witch Projecf for several reasons. The most transparent reason is that without Pierson's 
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financing of the segment, the filmmaicers would not have had enwgh money to complete 

their film, let alone conduct a promotional campaign. Airing the segment on Split Screen 

gave Haxan Fims a tangible product to market and exhibit. 

Pierson's reaction to the film's material was pivotal in that it defined the tone of 

subsequent marketing. Having thought that the segment was a red ''unsolved mystery," 

Pierson was the first to recognize the ambiguous quality of the film. The is-it-real-or- 

fake? debate provided a unique and compeiiing selling point upon which future 

components of the website were built, and upon which the majority of initial fan interest 

was based. Interest sparked from this point forward as audiences who had seen the Split 

Screen segment, assurning that the story was red. wanted to know more about the 

missing students from Maryland. Jeff Johnsen, an interested viewer, saw the clip and 

began searching online for FBi files and police records to leam more about the students. 

internet searches uncovered only one source of information: the Haxm Films website. 

Haxan claimed to have 'uncovered' the students' footage and were in the process of 

reassembiing it at the behest of the students' parents. It took more than a glmce for 

Johnsen to reaiize he had ken  taken in by an elabocate hoax, one that would only grow 

with sophistication and intricacy as time went on. 

Another factor that defines this Split Screen segment as pivotal is that audiences 

responded to The Blair Witch Project in its raw, unfinished fom. Fans attncted io the 

incomplete material presented in the short segment decided to lend their support to the 

the film's completion and exhibition. The füm's initial impression was enough to 

stimuiate the formulation of a dedicated fan base that would sustain the film throughout 

the entirety of its production and post-production. So smng were these impressions that 
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fan websites began popping up, the first of which was Jeff Johnsen's site, "The Blair 

Witch Project Forum," which wiii be discussed at length later in this chapter. 

Split Screen was ~ d l y  the only venue for news about the film. Since it was not a 

large-scale Hollywood production and lacked big-name stars and directors, The Blair 

Witch Project was not featured in typical pre-production updates, nor were its casting and 

filming reponed in trade magazines like Variety. Its progress was pnctically 

untrackable, due in part to Haxan's poker-face claim regarding the authenticity of the 

film's story. The quiet progress of 7'hc Blair Witch Projeci's production was reported 

only through Haxan N e w ,  an emaiiil newsletter written by the film's CO-director, Eduardo 

Sanchez, that read more like a casual phone conversation than a corporate project updaie. 

Sanchez' mailing List stood as a potent force in driving the marketing campaign of Blair 

by influencing the grassroots feel and ultra-indie status of the film. Thecefore, when 

viewing the segment on Split Screen, many fans felt like they had personally discovered 

the footage, the film and the story of the Blair Witch. Not only had fans 'discovered' this 

obscure film, they discovered that Iilmmakers stood at the same level as themselves-as 

movie fans, as cegular North Amencan youth who were just as interested in playing video 

games as they were in making f h .  Relevant in this regard was Sanchez' journal of the 

film's production which included personal anecdotes reporting on his experience of 

breaking bad news to his producers. ''They weren't too mad [about delays in production] 

because they treated us to some major arcade action at Church Street Station after 

 unc ch."'^ 

Haxan Films instituted other marketing tactics at this early stage. Because of the 

company's financial shortcomings, the Company shied away fiom typical marketing 
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moves. insofas as Haxan employed traditional tactics, these were undertaken in the les t  

costiy manner possible. For example, Haxan held test screenings in Orlando and at the 

University of Central Fiorida, where they solicited suggestions from audiences. The first 

version of Blair, two and a half hours long, received cornmentsi like, "It took a while to 

:et into this film but then you feel like you were there," and "Great concept - use of 

16mm and video interplay was treat.**" Myrick and Sanchez were able to cut out 50 

minutes; tùrther test screenings provided feedback fmrn which to edit out another 18 

minutes, consequently honing the film into a sharper and more compelling product," In 

addition, these low-key test screenings "helped foster the belief among audience 

members that they'd discovered the film for thernselves -a belief that, in turn, fed traffic 

to the site."13 

For the most part, Haxan concentrated on alternative ways of building word-of- 

mouch around the film in a less-expensive m a  of marketing, specificaily, the Blair 

website. Haxan built upon the ambiguous quality of the film by developing an entire 

"backstory" of both the legend of the Blair Witch and of the students. This mythology 

sewed as primary focus of the website. One feature was Heather's Journal, an account 

'written' by one of the students that gives a first-hand description of the psychological 

and emotional tonnent during the last few days of the doomed trip. Other items on the 

website were photographs of the student fdmmakers, among which were such strikingly 

personal photos h m  the students' childhoods and senior proms. Haxan also created a 

timeline of events, describing the disappeacance of and search for the students, as well as 

describing the legend of the Blair Witch dating back to 1785. 
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But what mattered more than the information itself was the fan response. Hence, 

the most important part of the website was its discussion board. Online visitors to the 

Haxan F i s  discussion board rallied together to support the film and found themselves 

making friends and forming a community based on the small, unfinished The Blair Witclz 

Project. Two such fans met on the discussion board when the film was "just becoming a 

word-of-mouth thing.'"' Abigail Marceluk and Eric Alan [vins were fascinated by the 

extensive mythology surrounding a film they had yet to see. "lt literally is a world of its 

own and you faIl into that and you get very lost in it."" The pair went on to create one of 

the most frequently visited and regaled fan sites for The Blair Witch Project, A&e9s The 

Blair Witch Project Fanatic's ~tiide.'%e story of these two webmasters funher 

supported the grassroots status of the film and the filmmakers: once Myrick and Sanchez 

met Abigail and Enc, the duo were dubbed anthropology students who discovered the 

'lost' footage. Simply by supporting the filmmakers' project, two fans were given 

integral roles to the film and its mythology." 

Second Pivotal Event 
The second pivotal event in Blair's campaign involved fan Jeff Johnsen 

promoting the film on a Los Angeles radio show without having been solicited by Huan 

Films to do so. Jeff Johnsen is generally credited with posting the very first Blair fan 

website." Struck with the Film's "organic" acting and fümmaking afier seeing the 

segment on Split Screen, Johnsen statted hanging around the Haxan website. A tiny 

venture, the site itself had received less than 1,000 total hits when Johnsen started 

frequenting it. But the s m e  fans reguiarly visited the discussion board, which became a 

sort of virtual coffee shop hangout. The hottest topic of debate was the film's ambiguous 
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quality, and when fans realized that the film was fictional, many became angry. Johnsen, 

on the other hand, applauded the f h a k e r s  and vowed to become their biggest 

supporter. He began dropping messages on IndieWIRE and other independent film sites, 

wanting to bring in other fans on the ground floor of this potentiaily elaborate marketing 

scheme.lg His website, The Blair Witch Project Forum, offered chat rooms and a 

discussion board for fans to share their interest in the film." By this time. Johnsen had 

aiso begun email conversations with Sanchez and Myrick, receiving privileged 

production information to indude on his site. He w u  the first fan to receive word that 

The Blair Witch Project had been accepted into the 1999 Sundance Film Festival - he 

heard the news from the tllmmakers themselves. 

Johnsen managed to get on the syndicated Los Angeles "Mark & Briiui" radio 

show to talk about The Blair Witch Projecr and his website. While the syndicated reach 

of this radio show was to only about 20 markets, it had a wide audience reach in one of 

the United States' largest metropohtan areas, Los Angeles. More importantly, 

Hollywood was Iistening to the "Mark & Brian" show. Johnsen taiked with the radio 

hosts about The Blair Witch Project, who then booted up the Haxan Films website. One 

of the hosts uked, "is this real?' Johnsen ieplied, "You know, I'm pretty sure it is."" 

He never let on that the story was fake. immediately, Haxan saw incredible traffic 

numbers on its site: 1,600 visitors that first day and 1,000 the second. Two weeks later, 

the Haxan website welcomed its 7000'~ visitor." 

This move proved to be the second pivotal event in the film's marketing 

campaign. This single event led thousmds of radio listeners to both the officiai Blair site 

and later to Johnsen's Fortm. The fan movemeot had been set finnly into place. And 
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more importantly, at leost for the film that would soon be accepted into the Sundance 

Film Festival, important figures in Hollywood heard the radio show and therefore knew 

something about Blair More  arriving in Park City, Utah, the following January. 

It should be noted that the buzz that arrived with the film at Sundance was not, 

however, genemted solely by the fans and this radio show appemnce. Executive 

producer, Kevin Foxe, had arranged a 'buzz screening* (a screening of the film that 

serves to generate word-of-mouth among industry insiders in order to position a film 

strategicalt y within the business) for "some key people, induding a few c m  full y selec ted 

publicity, Sundance and distributor contacts."" Some Hollywood executives were aware 

of the film bet'ore the radio show; however, one cm credit Johnsen's radio appearance 

with bringing the film and its website into the public eye and reinforcing messages 

already fed to the "carefully selected" contacts. Indeed, Myrick felt that Johnsen "gave 

us a tremendous boost on our website pnor to ~undmce."" 

This promotion over the radio also pmvided the framework for the future of 

Blair's marketing campaign as it highlighted and intensified the grassroots beginnings of 

the fdm. Not only was the most popular and widest-received early promotion of the film 

done by a fan, a "replar joe," so to speak, but it had been done without any solicitation 

whatsoever fmm Haxan Films. "What was unique about Blair Wirch," said Johnsen, 

"was that it made fans want <O do the work [pmmoting the film iur i i ÿ r a u i .  The film, 

dong with its website, was sufficiently compeliing and original. 

in addition, Sanchez and Myrick provided information to Johnsen's site and 

lurked on his discussion boards, provin3 their accessiôiiity to fans. Johnsen attributed fan 

loyalty to this accessibility. Fans acted on the belief that Haxan was not orchestrathg the 
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fans' actions and online support. The fans were not dupes of a va t  coprate scheme; 

instead, they actively participated in the füm's promotion of their own accord. They 

were friends of the filmmakers, receiving persondized updates on the film's production 

from Sanchez and Myrick's own email accounts at Haxan ~h." 

Other elements of the film's promotional campaign carried from the first pivotal 

event through the second one. A key question on the Mark & Brian show regarded 

Blair's real-versus-fiike quality. Visitors to both Haxan's and Johnsen's discussion 

boards continued to question the film's ambiguity. The developed mythology and 

"backstory" to the film fueled ihis debate. "It's ai l  fiction," Mynck said OC the official 

site, "but people are geiting confùsed, We kind of count on that."" 

Like the SpIit Scrrcn segment, the Los Angeles radio show exposed the gened 

public to the film. The radio show iwk it one step Further, however, by also drawing 

attention to the Hum website and ihe gassroots fan base. 

Third Pivotal Event 
The Sundance Film Festivd pmved to be another turning point in Blair's 

marketing campaign. as i t was during this festival that Haxan sold the film to its 

distributor, Anisan, for $1 million. The Sundance Film Festival purports itself to be an 

"exhibition of work at the forefront of independent ~ i n e m a . " ~  While regionaI film 

festivals exhibit independent f i ,  thereby disseminatirtg word about alternatives to 

minstream cinema, few festivals hold the same degree of celebrity as the Sundance Film 

Festival. As Greg Memtt writes in his book Celldoid Mvericks: A Histov of American 

Independent Film, the festival's programming director, Geoffrey Giimore, is an "indie 
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kingmaker." "If not invited [to Sundance], it became increasingly diffïcult to sel1 a 

motion picture to even the smallest distribution company.*'" 

Sanchez and Myrick were aware that Sundance could make or break their careers. 

"We saw Blair as a cailing card project that would eventually get us to the next level if 

sold," comrnented ~yrick?' They sped up the finai editing phase of The Bhir Wifch 

Project so as to meet the Sundance submission deadline.)' On November 30, 1998, "the 

Haxan Hotline rang with the news that The Blair Witch Project has been invited to screen 

at the 1999 Sundance Film f estival."^^ Blair was selected to play in the midnight 

screening series, Park City at Midnight. 

Because of the film's acceptance into Sundance. Blair was guaranteed covenge in 

various magazines and newspapers. Filmmaker, Res, and lndie WlRE interviewed Myrick 

and Sanchez for the magazines' respective Sundance issues. IndieWIRE and Filmmaker 

also hosted The Blair Witch Project animated banner bars on their websites.f3 In 

addition, The Los Angeles Times and The Washington Post included the Blair crew in 

their Sundance coverage. At lest for those interested in the Sundance Festival, word 

about The Blair Witch Project spread through other channels in addition to the film's 

website. 

Aside from this coverage, Haxan did little to actively promote their film. The 

filmmakers continued to add features to the website, posting more pages of Heather's 

Journal, more photos and a slide show of the mm. Sanchez continued to wcîte the Harun 

News mailing list. Haxan did not suive to spread word about their film through pre- 

screenings, as was the ''usuai distributors' game of grnnting sneak peeks at films that 

make it into the Sundance c a t a ~ o ~ . " ~  Instead, executive producer Kevin Foxe planned to 
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entice distributors to watch Blair at the midnight screenings, driven by what Foxe calls a 

"must have, can't have" feel around the film.)' This obviously worked: ail three 

showings of the Film were sold out before the festival begad6 

The Haxan crew arrived at Sundance with Blair merchandise: fleece hats, shins, 

bal1 caps and limited edition posters. Before the film's r i t  screening, the crew wore 

their hats to continue- spreading the word about the movie. "A lot of people have asked 

us about what the symbol in the front means," recalled Sanchez, "and then we start 

talking about the movie and st~ff."~' That night, al1 the major distributors showed up for 

the film's first midnight screening: Mirarnax, Fineline, Fox Searchlight, October and 

Artisan. "The response was tremendous," wrote Sanchez in Huxurt News. "Everyone 

laughed at the right times and for the Iast 10 minutes no one in the audience rno~ed."~~ 

So riveted was the audience that several distributors arranged meetings with 

Haxan and its agent for the next day. 'Then the cd1 came. Artisan wanted to talk that 

night. Holy moly." Before the sun rose the next day, Artisan had hammered out a deal to 

buy The Blair Witcli Project for $1 million, guaranteeing a summer release. 

Artisan Entertainment made a name for itself at the 1998 Sundance Festival by 

purchasing Darren Aronofsky's mathematicaily themed and difficult-to-market film, n 
(Pi), for $1 million. It propelled the grainy, black and white film to a $3.2 million take ai 

the box 0ffice.3~ Artisan has developed a reputation far supporthg edgy, alternative 

films, even proclaiming itself to be "the preeminent one-stop shop for independent 

f i ~ m . ' ~  "We're lmking for films that are a littie left of center, aggressive in nature, and 

enteriainiog, but tbat challenge as weU:' desccibed co-president  mir   al in?' And it 
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was Artisan's speedy recognition of The Blair Witch Project as unique that presented the 

third pivotai event in the film's marketing campaign. 

Because Artisan refused to wait until daylight to strike a deal with Haxan, more 

press coverage was dedicated to the sale. Not only was Blair the first film to sel1 at 

Sundance in 1999, but it was a film sold by a group who had never sold a film before. 

This compelling story drew attention to the filrnmakers, their film and their unique 

internet marketing scheme. 

The sale matched Haxan wiih a distributor well-suited to their interests. Haxan's 

god going into the Festivai was acquiring a distributor, to push their film kyond an 

exclusively video release. In addition, Blair was a film that needed particular treatment 

in order to maxirnize its marketability, and Haxan recognized that Artisan would be 

sensitive to these types of concem. "We cannot think of a better home for ... The Blair 

Witch Projecr than Artisan," noted executive producer Kevin ~ o x e ?  Money became 

available to redo the film's sound mix, improving the sound quality: however, the visual 

quaiity of the film remained the sarne in order to fiirther preserve the independent look 

and feel of the film. in addition, this third pivotal event opened up the field, financially 

speaking, for more mainsüearn marketing tactics in preparation for theatrical release, 

including trailers, merchandise, a soundüack and sneak screenings. 

Most imponantly, bowever, Artisan continued the Internet marketing scheme by 

posting a new and improved Blair WiiEh website, keeping in tine with the materiai and 

approach of Haxan's previous website. Artisan came into the deal with online 

experience. Their previous Sundance purchase, Pi, sported a website designed in part by 



the film's star, Sean GuUette. Jessica Rovello of Artisan worked with Gullette on Pi's 

website and later improved the Blair Wirch site her~elf:~ 

Other key selling points grew out of the saie to Artisan, which further supported 

this event as pivotal in the film's marketing campaign. Again, as did both the case with 

the Split Screen episode and the LA radio show, the Sundance Festival and Artisan's 

immediate purchase propelled The Blair Witch Projecr into the public eye. Suddenly. 

magazines and newspapers al1 over the country were interested in the darling of 

Sundance. While still in Park City, Haxan Films held interviews with Premiere. Playboy, 

CNN, Spin, American Cinmatographer and Enterrainment Weekly. The instant fame at 

Sundance deriving fmm the sale to Artisan piqued the entire country's interest and drew 

attention to the online marketing carnpaign. These early articles focused mainly on the 

film's reinvention of the horror genre and its ability to "terrify callous studio execs, 16- 

year-old computer geeks and cynical urban hipsters alilce.'& Aside from consulting these 

pnnted interviews, any interested parties were required to locate news about Blair online 

only. These visits to the official site and to the many fan sites that exploded ont0 the 

Intemet scene helped to draw media attention to the online campaign itself. 

The interviews were perhaps the most valuable type of promotion Blair could get 

pre-Sundance. The Filmmaker's Handbook suggests the following: 'To improve the 

chance of a feature piece king done about your movie, emphasize the 'hooks' or angles 

that make your movie special, timely or relevant.'*'5 Feature articles are the preferred 

method of media coverage because, as Tom Bernard of Sony Pictures Classics says, "We 

feel an interview adds more credibility to the film, gives you more information, and 

people pay more attention to it.'* Gradualiy, journalists begm asking questions about 
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Blair's online marketing strategy, which was just one 'hook' of which The Filmmaker 's 

Handbook speaks. The subtler 'feature piece' strategy would continue to draw attention 

to Blair and would also fuel the legend surrounding Artisan's so-called pundbreaking 

marketing strategy. This in turn prompted people to visit the site. 

Out of this publicity arrîved an enlarged fan base. More people signed up with 

the H m n  News mailing list, perhaps expecting a more formai e-publication but 

obviously enjoying the conversational vemacular of Ed Sanchez. The mailing list 

subscription tripled from the tirne of Blair's acceptance into Sundance to two weeks after 

the  estival.^' Two months after that, the subscription more than doubled its numbers 

again?* 

Deciving €rom the film's Sundance-related publicity were further events in the 

,onssroots publicity movement. Fan sites spmng up with increasing speed as more 

people becarne aware of the film's unique position as a little movie making it big. The 

site, A&e's The Blair Witch Project Fanatic's Giikie, ernerged as one of the best sources 

for information about Blair and its mythology. Johnsen's site grew, anractin, = more 

visitors who burned with questions about the film. As imitation is the sincerest forrn of 

flattery, many websites came forth spoofing the yet-to-be-seen film. Perhaps the most 

cekbrated tribute was Cecilia Populus' The Blair Wamer Project, based on the character 

from television's The Facts of Lffe. It was cteated after Populus "devour[ed] information 

about the film from a variety of sister sites" and still could not get the film out of her 

tieadJ9 

These websites tùrthered the grassroots movement in that they gamered 

unsoiicited promotion for the Fim. Fans took it upon themselves to generate buzz around 
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discussion boards, repeatedly visiting the official site and related fm sites, and discussing 

various points about the fiim's mythology. This fan movement was so earnest and 

energetic that it becarne the focus of the Fiim's promotion, and was cited as pivotal by 

other media sources like MW ~eius?' 

Again, the majority of the discussion surrounding the film debated its real-or-fake 

quality. Artisan created additionai material for the website (which would later become 

materid for the book The Bhir WiFch Prcrject: A Dossier), including investigation 

proceedings surrounding the students' disappearance and elaboration on the legend of the 

Blair ~ i t c h ? '  The website's material se& to bolster Blair's ambiguity. preying upon 

people's confusion. 'To paraphrase Mr. Barnum," one reviewer wrote, "nobody ever lost 

a buck overestimating the gullibility of ~mericans."~' The same comparison recurred in 

several articles about The Blair Wirch Project and its intrïcate documentary-like ruse. 

People needed reassurance that the film was fake. As Johnsen recailed, people 

were hungry for information, for pcoof that the students were only actors. Another fan, 

responsible for The Blair Witch Files, attributes it to millenniai apprehension: "People 

disappear al1 the time," he commenteci. "There's always something compelling about 

it.. . With the miiiennium approacbing, who knows what's going to happen?"s3 

Regardless of reason for believing the film's subject was real, the material was 

compeiiing and worked well to g m e r  intenst in the film. 

The S4cond Phase: A More Conventional Marketing Strategy 
During the last few months before its theavicai release, Blair's marketing 

campaign plunged into a new phase. As mentioned above, Artisan continued to build 
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upon the officiai movie website which in tum b u t  up the fan base by attracting visitors 

to www.blaiiirwitch.com and keeping them there. According to the Neilson Net-Ratings, 

the official site became the 45" rnost popular site on the Intemet as reported two weeks 

after Blair's theatrical release. Visitors to the site stayed an average of 16 minutes before 

logging off, a phenomenal retention me? Visitors also encouraged the development of 

fan sites in support of The Blair Witch Project. Even anti-Blair Witch sites served to 

genente buzz about the film. 

Artisan also began implementing strategies to create a must-see enthusiasm for 

the film. While the film was primarily promoted via the internet, Artisan did not 

overlook more mainsmm marketing tactics like theatricd trailers and promotional 

merchandise to potential fans that weren't lurking online. Their marketing efforts 

continued to fortify the messages that came out of the three pivotal events discussed 

above. In panicular. Artisan remained devoted to fueling the unciear reality-versus- 

fiction debate that blazed on Blair Witch discussion boards and chat rwms. They 

ailowed people to make up their own mincis about it, as opposed to Haxan's unwritten 

policy to disclose the movie's fictional namre." As weii, it continued to exploit the 

grassrwts foundation of the intemet buzz and accentuated the Internet-based nature of 

the marketing campaign by continuing to run promotions online. For instance, Artisan 

held a contest in w hich fans posted reasons why they should win tickets to a sneak 

preview of The Blair Witch Project. It embraced the grassroots base by having Ed 

Sanchez orchestrate the contest and persondly ceceive contestanis' en trie^.'^ 

Tiu Lukk wrote, "Marketers consider trailers a very cost-efficient avenue for 

creating word-of-mouth for a film because they reach a very specilic target audience.," 
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In order to capme Blair's target audience, Artisan attached the Blair Witch trailer f i t  to 

Cookie's Fortune, Life is Beautifid* Elizabeth, Go and the Terry Gilliam Film Festival 

(playing in Los Angeles), among otherss8 These cinematic choices reflected Artisan's 

hope of securing the crowds most Likely to watch independent films. The trailer also 

played in front of movies aimed at a younger, more rnainstreiun crowd: Twin Dmgons, 

Mod Squad and Cruel Intenrions? Later, the trailer played dong with S m  Wars I: 

Phantom Menace's hier. clearly playing to a wide and attentive audience (particularly 

since many S&r Wars fms went to the movies for the express purpase of seeing the 

Phantom Menuce trailer and not the film for which they paid). 

Artisan began to launch merchandise during this cruciai pre-releüse time, 

designing promotional tee-shirts and advertking the intemet cmpaign by blazoning the 

official website address on the back of the tee-shirt. Also in the works were a book 

compiling investigation information and other materid found on the websire, a graphic 

novelization of the movie, and a comic book, A soundtrack was put together-a 

supposed compilation of music found in Josh's abandoned car. Artisan also assembled 

fwtage from Haxan's editing floor to produce a special that would air on the Sci-Fi 

Channel the week before Blair's theatricai release. 

In addition, Artisan sequestered the film's actors befoce the film's release so as to 

further fuel the is-it-real-or-invented debate; if Heather, Josh and Nike were unavailable 

for interviews, perhaps the film tvas reai and the trio really did disappear. instead, the 

filmmalcers appeared in interviews, and as more interest piqued in the oniiie support 

movement, the fans &O appemd in interviews. MWNeivs  reported on severid fan sites, 
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including The Blair Warner Project, and presented yet more unsolicited press coverage 

generated by dedicated fans. 

As The Blair Wirch Project's sumrner release date drew closer, Artisan designed a 

special release plan. The film had sneak previews in Los Angeles, Denver, Chicago and 

Minneapolis two months prior to the officiai celease. It dso showed at the Cannes Film 

Festival, thereby giving oniine fans more incentive with which to support the boys from 

Orlando in that these nobody ftlmmakers were making it big not only in the United 

States, but intemationally as well. In fact, Myrick considers Blair's inclusion in the 

Cannes Film Festival to be one of the key moments in the history of the film's marketing 

because it "catapulted us into the international s p ~ t l i ~ h t . " ~ ~  The film went on to win La 

Prix de la Jeunesse at Cannes. 

Artisan also planned a platfom release, "a release strategy that involves opening 

a film in one theater or a Cew theaters in key target cities, with the intention of building 

word-of-mouth, then widening the mn CO other cities, usuaily in phases.'d' To stedily 

build up word-of-mouth around this film that aiready possessed a strong following thanks 

to word-of-mouth (or keyboard), Blair Witch opened on July 13, 1999, a Tuesday night 

just before midnight in New York City's Angelika Theater. Those attending this 

screening heard about it mostly from the official site, where advertisements were posted 

inviting audiences to line up for the film staning Monday at noon, a good 36 hours prior 

to the screening, in order to parantee a seat in the theate~~'  This in itself stressed the 

must-see fervor around the fi, as Artisan infend that it screenings would sel1 out. 

This fewor canied over and was responsibk for generating much of the buzz that carried 

the film thtough its wider release the foiiowing Friday on 27 screens across the country. 
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As a result, the film avenged $57,002 per screen in box office grosses, as fans converged 

to support this cinematic and online success story. Heralding the frlm as a web 

phenomenon, Artisan hit harder with the focus on Blair's Internet campaign by taking out 

an ad in Variery. Normaiiy, a fidm WU advertise its opening weekend box office gross in 

the vade magazine, but this ad proclaimed, "Blairwitch.com: 21,222,589 hits to date.*q63 

Artisan was not simply promoting the fdm, but its own innovative campaign as well. 

Again, it tumed attention to the 'books' or angles associated with Tlic Blair Witch 

Project. 

Up to this point, Artisan only spent about $1 million on Blair Wircli's promotional 

campaign, a fraction of the typical$30 million advertising budget for a mainstream 

Hollywood movie. However, the Company decided to spend up to $10 million on a 

publicity blitz before expanding to 8 0  screens on July 30 and even more on August 6." 

The film eventually raked in over $100 million in domestic theaters, more than repaying 

any investment on the film's aiready low-budget marketing schemePs 

PRESERVING, NOT REVOLUTIONIWNG, CONDITIONS 
One enthusiastic fan, Ieff Iohnsen, asserts that Haxan thanked and credited him 

with having a hand in Blair's success at Sundance. Without Johnsen's help, the film 

"would have gone quietly into that good night and gone suaight to  vide^."^^ The rest of 

the fan movement propelled this film from Sundance to Cannes to theatrical exhibition. 

"When aii of this was just a dream that none of us expected to come true," reflected 

Sanchez immediately after Blair Witch's record-breaking opening weekend, "you ail kept 

us going through the dark days with your emds  and your pstings and your iittle pars on 

our back~."~' 
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Eduardo Sanchez and Daniel Myrick had never sold a fim before. Their forcehl 

entrance into the world of commercial filmmaking simultaneously encouraged optimism 

of independent filmmakers hoping to achieve similar levels of success and unsettled 

corporate types in Hollywood who now feared the possibüity that they would need to 

rethink their basic assumptions concerning film promotion. 

The film was widely understood to have set new precedents for a myriad of film- 

related concerns. The Blair Wirch PrcrjPct reinvented the tired horror genre, being 

generously credited by a Fangoriu writer as having the potential to "become one of those 

defining key works in horror that manage to reinvigorate the genre.'" Michûel Atkinson 

of Film Comment goes so far as to write, "The Blair Wirch Projecr is the A bout rlr so~tApre 

of its genre."69 

The film aiso rejects the notion of speciai effects for speciai effects' sake, a 

scheme that dominates many contemporiuy Hollywood films. The exmmely low budget 

of The Blair Witch Projecr did not ailow for elaborate intergalactic missions and 

exploding skyscrapers. More to the point, generai audience acceptance of this effects-free 

film signais a shift in attitudes concerning film style. 'This sheer rawness of the movie- 

with cheap fdm stock and no music or etfects-will surely breed a legion of imitator~.**'~ 

Issues related to the film's style will be addressed at greater length in Chapter 4. 

ContMiy to some reports, Artisan did not revolutionize late-90s movie marketing. 

It cm, however, be credited with takhg risks, in experimenting with a new promotional 

medium. But Artisan did not, as many mainstream movie companies assumed, discover a 

secret formula to ensure positive and viral word-of-mouth via the Intemet. It merely 
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exploited conditions that had rilready developed, thereby affecting one fundamental phase 

in Blair's promotion. 
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Chapter 4 

Capturing Lightning in a Bottle: 
Defining a Web Phenomenon 

Movie marketing has become critical to the film indusuy in recent years with the 

increased production of blockbuster-type movies. With many films boüsting colossal 

budgets that are upwards of % 100 million, or in the case of Titanic, a record-breaking 

$200 million, studios increasingly rely on marketing to recupente at lem a film's 

negative costs.' Moreover, "the revenue generated from [a blockbuster hit) can cover a 

great deal of studio overhead, development expenses, and losses from flops."' This 

reliance on blockbuster success, together with the heavy investment that such reliance 

entails, has led studios to attempt to devise marketing formulas to ensure that success. 

H;uran Films and Artisan Entertainment, with the ultra-low budget and popular The Blair 

Wirch Project, have stumbled upon what many studios hoped would be that formula for 

successful promotion via the internet. 

The success of The Blair Witch Project, both pnor to and immediately after the 

film's theatcical release, appeared to be a product of its Intemet promotional campaign. 

The film's official site, www.blairwitch.com, became the 45" most popular site on the 

internet during the two weeks after the film's release in 1999.~ Many industry 

professionals concluded that the intemet, a previously under-tapped vehicle for movie 

promotion, had ensured the frlm's success and couid also be applied to Cuture marketing 

endeavors. Many predicted the proliferation and explosion of htemet-based -vie 

marketing schemes. As one industry insider predicted, "Currently, Hollywood studios 

90 
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oniy spend a few percent of a movie's total budget on internet promotions. Blair Wirch's 

surprise performance WU increase tbat cornmimient tenfold.'"' 

But what accounted for the success of The Blair Witch Project's marketing 

campaign? Upon closer examination, it appears chat the success of The Blair Witch 

Projecr depended upon a combination of unique factors that made it highly likely that the 

Internet would be an effective vehicle through which to promote this film. The film's 

target audience, status as an independent film, visuai style and fan involvement were al1 

conducive to promotion via the medium of the Internet. However, movie marketers are 

only starting to realize that an internet-driven cmpaign does not parantee box office 

success enjoyed by Blair. "Each movie is a 'new business,' requin'ng markets CO think on 

their feet and make quick decisions, that there is no fonnda you cm steai, no substitute 

for good judgment," wrote Tiiu Lukk in her book Movie ~orketin~. '  

The Intemei worked successfully to promote 7ïw Blair Witch Projecr because 

multiple factors synthesized into one cohesive product bat, according to cast member 

working on the film's sequel, had "captured lightning in a boitle."' ~ e r e ,  one must 

consider the precise nature of the relation between fïim and promotionai campaign. 

Therefore, in what follows, I wiii examine specific eiements that affected the film's 

promotion, such as the nature of its target audience, its shtus as an independent tlm, and 

the film's visual style. These factors can be seen as having infonned the nature of fan 

involvement-the "X factor" that typicdy eludes the film industry's control. My 

ultimate aim is to show why the intemet served as the most appropriate medium for 

Blair's promotion and why the film's unique combination of these promotion-related 
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factors differentiated the case of Blair from successive attempts to use online promotion 

in a similtu fashion. 

TARGET AUDIENCE 
According to an Intemet usage survey conducted by UCLA, an average of 86 

percent of 16- to 24-year-olds use the Intemet? Precise numbers for online 

demographics are difficult to track, but industry analysts assume that these reported 

numbers are fairly accurate. Corporations, and movie studios in particular, recognize the 

internet presence of this tiuget audience, which explains the recent shift on the pm of 

distributors to Internet-based marketing suategies. Blair's target audience, 16- to 24- 

year-olds, "is exactly the [demographic] that goes online," according to Artisan co- 

president Arnir ~ d i n . "  Because Artisan did not have the marketing budget to do a "big 

push on television," it aimed its campaign to those who "stay at home and surf the  et.^ 

This age group has grown up exposed to complex technologies from an eariy age 

and therefore finds it "woven into the fabric of daily life."1° "Technology as 

entertainment is more ingrained with Xers (Genemtion X, or those bom between 1965 

and 1978). They've grown up surrounded by rapidly evolving machines, and they've 

always found fun things to do with them."" As well, audiences engaging with this 

cechnobgical medium use it more than other more vaditional media. it has been noted 

that while Internet users and non-users spend roughiy the same amount of t h e  talking on 

the telephone and reading newspapers and books, internet users watch 28 percent less 

television (4.6 houo per week) than non-users." Artisan sbrewdly tmk note of this 

tendency and, instead of spending its limited financial resources on expensive promotions 

in traditional media, it chose to concentrate primarily on Blair's online campaign. As a 
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result, Artisan did not air a single television advertisement pnor to the films release.I3 "if 

you're getting 3 million hits on your site pet day from that, who needs television?" 

comrnents Robert Bucksbaum, the president of the movie market research Company, Reel 

Source.'' 

Yankelovich Partners, a leading consumer research organization, published the 

1997 genentional marketing report, Rocking the A g a .  This report outlined various 

marketing techniques and approaches to be used to reach the Xer genention. These 

strategies included utilizing visual aspects of the promotional medium to market a 

product; using marketing to generate and encourage communities; and encouraging 

participation and interactivity from the target audience. Artisan employed these 

strategies in Blair's campaign, al1 of which were best iacilitated by the medium of the 

intemet. 

The Yankelovich Report advised using visud tactics to market products to this 

genention. The internet itself is a very visual medium, and the Blair website took 

advmtage of this visuai emphasis by elaborating on the film's story through the inclusion 

of photos and video clips reiating to the story of the studentsT disappearance and the 

investigation that ensued. As the Yankelovich Report acknowledged, 'This is the new 

multimedia-music; still photos, text, icons, hypertext, drawings, full-motion video; both 

black-and-white and full-color; images sharpening as they download, others king 

reproduced and s ~ ~ e r i m ~ s e d . " ' ~  

Another key strategy for marketing towds  Blair's target audience was to "think 

in tems of enc~aves."'~ The community stnicnire is essential for any movie marketing 

campaign, as word-of-mouth is tbe single most infhentiai fonn of movie promotion. 



Word-of-mouth can make or break a film's theatrical release. The need to build 

communities was patticularly acute to the task of reaching this generation, wtuch was 

known for having an "overwhelming retiance upon friends for advice about what to buy 

and what to believe."17 

The Intemet expedites the community process, as it provides avenues through 

which to contact like-minded fans. This target audience "appear[s] much more interested 

in social connections on~ine."'~ For many Blair fans, the potential for social connection 

was the driving impetus for visiting the Blair site and creating their own sites. "1 had to 

immediately log ont0 the Intemet [after seeing the film] and read what people were 

saying about it, because 1 couldn't find anyone around home to sympathize with me," 

wrote fan Mia Mazza. Abigail Marceluk and Eric Ivins, who together created A&els The 

Blair Wirch Project Fanatic's Guide, started dating after meeting in a Blair chat rwm. 

"We're the first Blair Witch couple," said Marceluk, having found the internet to be 

perfect for establishing social connections." 

It has been said that audiences find interactivity and the potentiai for participation 

one of the Internet's most attractive features. This feature has dso been one of the more 

disconcerting for the mainstream film industry, as it allows the general public to assume 

more responsibility and control over film-related content than in more traditionai media. 

This holds particularly m e  for the age group that was Blair's target audience. "For Xers, 

media and leisure do not mean just king entertained, but being involved in the 

entenaining."'O As discussed in Cbapter 3, it is imponant to keep in mind that the hyper- 

involvement by fans like Jeff Johnsen initiateci the attention that &ove this film to such 

success. While reacting and responding to the offiçial website, fans created their own 
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those btitzkrieging 1990s media machines, like Srar Wars or the O.J. trial, that defines 

everything in iu pnih."" 

Of the many factors to be considered when planning a rnovie promotion smtegy, 

targec audience is probably the most important. This element defines the nst of the 

campaign-its approach, its promotionai medium (interna, television, et cetera). its 

theatrical release venues, its timing. "If the marketing people don? get the audience in 

[the theater], the film doesn't have good word-of-mouth, and the film is doomed because 

there is not enough m~rnentum."~ The promotional campaign of The Blair Witch 

Project utibzed the most appropriate medium to reach its target audience. 

INDEPENDENT FILM 
Just as important, however, in considering the success (or failure) of a 

promotiond campaign, is a considention of the fdm itself. Certain quaiities of Thc Blair 

Wircli Projcct reveal a parîicular kind of film that cm best be described as an "aninti-film," 

or one that rejects thme cinematic qualities typicaily associated with mainsueam 

blockbuster praductions. Haxan Films and Artisan Entertainment insiead celebrated its 

amateurish production values and ultra-low budget. In particular, they recognized a cache 

of fans who would eagerly support an anti-film as a means of opting out of the corporate- 

controlled maiastream fan culture. 

The Blair Witch Projecf is a textbook example of the little independent film that 

could, becomhg the "bkncbmadc for marketing independent films on the Internet."" 

Faced with a iimited future of âirect-to-video release or even uonçompletion of their 

fi, filmmalcers Edudo  Sanchez and Daniel Myrick struggled to ensure that their Wm 
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would find distribution. The duo utiiized the Intemet to secure a loyal fan base, using the 

film's status as an independent as one of its strongest sellig points. indeed, they 

impressed upon fans that Blair emerged into the marketplace as an anti-film with the 

potentiai to undermine and subvert corporate rnainstream control. in tum, fans lent 

enthusiastic support to the film's promotionai carnpaign, becoming part of the anti-SrBr 

Wars-esque cornrnercialized fan culture. Haxan Films and Artisan Entertainment 

strategically and effectively capitalized on this enthusiasm while making it crppear that 

the film outperfonned mainstream movie campaigns with a süictly unorchestrated 

independent and grassroots promotion. 

The internet has, since its inception, been a medium for grassroots and 

independent movements. Early in its lifetime, the internet was regarded as a medium of 

sub-culture; only cenain segments of the population had access to the new medium 

through technology and know-how. Before the mainstream corporate domain recognized 

and validated the potential for a new sector in national and international business via the 

internet, those seeking a new outlet for underground publication and distribution used the 

internet to undermine corporate or govemment control. For instance, during the 1993 

murder trial of Paul Bernardo and Kasla Homolka, Canada instituted a publication ban, 

and news about the case was not aiiowed to circulate in the country via traditionid media. 

Many Canadians sought information over the Internet, where interested Americans were 

following the case and dispensing information over the difficult-to-monitor medi~rn.'~ 

The internet in this case, and in a multitude of oihers, was virtuaily impossible to shut 

down and served as the ultimate free-fom venue for discussion and relay of ideas and 



criticism. With this in mind, it makes sense that moviegoers looking to support 

alternatives to mainsrmm cinerna wouid utilize the internet to do so. 

Many Blair fans were already predisposed to support independent cinema by 

nature of their fmdorn and, for many of them, their 'discovery' of the eight-minute Blair 

segment on EC was, in effect destined to happen. The booming support of the fiim by 

more widespread audiences could perhaps be explained as a function of the mainstream 

Hollywood film industry. Increasingly, mainstream productions have relicd on special 

effects and cornputer-generated images (CGI). "You almost write scripts around the 

excuse to use CGI," says ~ y r i c k . ~  This in tum inflates budgets, necessitating lucrative 

box office grosses to recoup costs. Some critics, responding to chose huge grosses, feel 

that movieg01:rs are "conditioned to accept the junk shoveled at them."'6 However, 

audiences iire beginning to develop a disdain for these blockbuster-caliber films. 

signding that this effects-laden film culture is in decline. "It's not surprisinp that 

audiences respocad[ed] to the zero-style of Blair ~itch."-? 

initial fsuis, as well as those that followed, found the case of ï ï w  Blair Witcli 

Project to be unique beyond simply its arnateurish look. Not only did the film itself reject 

mainstream production values, but its distributor aiiowed fans to promote the film 

themselves. Indeed, Artisan depended on those actions to generate vaiuable publicity. 

"What a unique opportunity," reflects fan Jeff Johnsen, "for someone not even involved 

with the film to spread word about it."28 Johnsen and other fans involved thernselves with 

no solicitation by Haxan or Artisan by creating fan websites and discussing the film's 

official website in oniiie forums iike chat rooms and discussion boards. As the web 

carnpaign grew, it attracted attention from traditional media like newspapers and 
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magazines who reported on the carnpaign's grassroots supporters. Entertainment Weekly 

Online reported that millions of fans "logged ont0 their cornputers, hitting the movie's 

website-22 rniiiion times, at last count-for the latest scoop."'g 

Yet not ail media sources ascribe the success purely to incidental fan 

involvement. "[Artisan has] really made people get involved with a sense of wanting to 

be involved with this film, wanting to be a part of the feeling around it," wrote Tim 

Carvell of Fonune magazine?' This comment touches on one quality of Blair's 

promotional campaign that many overlooked or missed-a quaiity for which Artisan was 

undoubtedly grateful. The independent and grassroots phenomenon is more of an illusion 

than anything else. Fans lent ardent support based on the notion that they were 

subvening corporate mainstream control over the film industry. It could be argued, 

however, that they were essentiaily pawns in Artisan's scheme to produce a highly 

successful and profitable film. Artisan intended to generate the semblance of a grassroots 

campaign, and continued to allow fans to promote the film on their own because thse  

fans took the campaign in the right direction, genenting positive word-of-mouth and a lot 

of publicity. Artisan was careful to atiribute its success to fan involvement, most likely so 

as to conceal their ulterior marketing plan. "With the [Blair Wirchl site, it was the 

element of self-discovery that got people invested in the experience of the movie," said 

Amorette Jones, Artisan's executive vice president of worldwide marketing?' The 

contrived nature of this investment is what troubles John Pierson of Split Scmn.  "What 

reaily bothers me is when people don? reaüze how heavily theyTve been sold something 

and they thinic they've found it on their o~n. ' *~ '  
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When Artisan bought Blair hours after the fiIm's fmt screening at Sundance, it 

"saw a late-90s phenomenon in its raw form: an indie event m ~ v i e . " ~ ~  The films 

potential to cake in huge box office grosses only grew more apparent with each new fan 

website. Artisan employed the internet, the rnaster independent medium, as its sole 

proactive marketing tool, and reiied on media coverage of the Web phenomenon to 

promote the movie in traditional chiuinels. What Artisan implicitly required of ail 

extemal media coverage was the emphasis that The Blair Witch Project is an independent 

film. Articles written about Blair inevitably discuss the film's rniniscule budget ("with a 

budget of little more than a new car," "shoestring budget," "ditt-cheap Sundmce indie"), 

its rough production values ("artless 'verité' that seerns beyond handheld") and its 

amateur filmmakers ("neophytes," **fonnerly obscure Flonda filmrnakers");u Readers 

never forgot the grassrwts, independent genesis of this film. 

As the film's theatricai release date drew nearer, Artisan solidified its final tactic 

in maintaining Blair's independent status. It booked the film into select art-house 

cinemas instead of multiplexes. The film's first two showings took place at the Nuart 

Theatre in Los Angeles and the Angelika Film Center in New York. It then expanded to 

27 cities but still played in independent theaters.]' Filmgoen left the multiplexes to 

support independent theaters, at lem for the opening weekend of this one film. 

The case of n e  Blair Witch Projea seemed, at least momentady, to subvea the 

mainstrearn film industry. Two non-Hollywood filmmaicers and their distnbutor 

understood the grassroots potential of the interner as a promotionai medium and the 

success that would abound if f a  were left to promote the movie on their own. With a 
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Lit& subtle and undetected coaxing from Artisan, fans generated fervor for the film and 

bolstered Artisan's reputation as champion for the independent film movement. 

VISUAL STYLE 
As mentioned above, fans actively supponed The Blair Witch Project because it 

rejected qualities typicai of mainstrearn productions and instead exploited those qualities 

that made it an "anti-film." Many of those quaiities comprised its visual style. The shaky, 

p i n y  picture that made some audience members physically sick was somhow one of 

the most compelling features of the fdm, mûking it a likely candidate for enthusiastic fan 

support particularly via the intemet. 

"Visually and aurally, The Blair Witch Project is an awful film," writes critic 

Peter Brunette, "and it lwks like something that was shot by an eight-year-old for 

Scariest Home  ideo os."^^ indeed, it does look arnaieurish. But whether this counts as a 

flaw is a matter of perspective. One might argue that it is precisely this characteristic of 

amateur filmmaking that makes the frlm so appeding to audiences, as it enhances the 

film's claim as an authentic portraya1 of the lu t  days of three Maryland students. "Our 

initial idea was that the film had to look mal from beginning to end," said Sanchez. "No 

îhree-point lighting, no CG1 [computer-generated images], no monsters coming out from 

the ground.T'37 Thecefore, the Fdmrnakers utilized a primitive and minimal style that, in 

abdicating the fdmmaker's customary attempt to conml the audience's response, 

contributed to the film's invocation of authenticity. 

My own analysis of the visual style in The Blair Witch Projecr examines how a 

powerful effect of authenticity is maintained through the abandonment of stylistic 

conventions typical of both the homr genre and mainstream Hollywood productions. 
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Specificatiy, 1 will address the film's unconventional appmach to cinematography, its 

lack of narrative foreshadowing by means of editing and the unorthodox treatment of 

sound. These features of the film's style have led critics to describe the film as "the most 

frightening rnovie I have ever seen," "a rough masterpiece of suggestion," and "a most 

inventive departure from standard horror f ~ e . " ~ ~  

The Blair Wirch Projecr begins, sans opening credits, with this title card: "ln 

October of 1994, three student fdmmakers disappeared in the woods near Burkittsville, 

Maryland while shwting a documentary. A year later, their footage was found." 

immediately we are confronted with the found footage, which is nothing more than a 

home movie cut together with the equally amateurish footage from a 16mm carnen. As 

we soon discover, the students, off to film a documentary of the Blair Witch legend, are 

also recording their camping trip in the woods. 

Crucial to the film's style were a variety of techniques familiar as much to 

documentary filmmaking as to the horror genre: The fdm's actors were sent into the 

Maryland woods with few instructions (certainly no tixed script), a High-8 digital video 

camera (which they purchrised at Circuit City and retumed after filming was finished) 

and a 16mm carnen, and the knowledge that they would be "dmgged into the woods for 

seven days of hell. 168 hours of real-time improvisational tonnent." 39 Each day, the 

actors found surplus film canisters and instructions to direct their actions (example of a 

note to Josb: "You don't trust Heather, take contror')PO The actow even kept theîr reai 

names. Seven days of sleep deprivation and insuficient food frazzled the trio's nerves, 

making them susceptible to real emotions and genuine reactions. "He didn't really have 

to act," says Sanchez of Michael Williams who 'Ykaked out" when he awoke to the 
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recorded sounds of childmn screamind' This is what the fdmmakers have dubbed 

"method filmmaking.'"' It is thus possible to see The Blair Witch Project as an authentic 

documentation-not of the events of the film's story, but of the making of the film itself. 

The Blair Witch Project foregoes many conventions typical of a mainstream 

Hollywood production and instead focuses on stylistic elements that contribute to the 

film's authentic feel. Cinematography in the film resembles home movie aesthetics. 

Indeed, the film, as mentioned earlier, was actually shot by the actors, who had only 

minimal or no training in filmmaking. Heather carries the digital video camera and Josh, 

whose character is presumably a student of film production, operates the 16mm camera. 

Early in the film, the character, Josh, admits to having used it only once before, when the 

acictor. Josh, leamed to use it in a two-day instructional session prior to filming. "We 

showed him how to load it and how not to destroy it," comments ~ ~ r i c k ? ~  

The amateur camera operators make al1 decisions about cinematography, which. 

in fact, add up to very few decisions at dl. They often isolate objects in either medium 

shot or medium close-up, sometimes adding such shots as the ridiculous exueme close-up 

of a bag of mmhmallows during their pre-camping grocery stop. The film is comprised 

entirely of handheld footage; the High-8 camera is designed to be handheld, and the trio 

opts out of using a tripod to stabilize shots from the 16mm camera. This works to give the 

viewer a feeling of imrnediacy farniliar to the point-of-view shot: we see exactly what the 

f i l m a k a  sees; we waik the way the filrnmaker walks, and rua through the woods at 

night as does the filmmaker.u 

Often the h u e  îs canted, either to fit more information ont0 the screen, 

paaicuiarly when fiiming in smaii spaces, or perhaps to invoke a youthful "MW-style" 
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feel. For example, when documenting the trio's drive to the woods, Heather tilts the 

camera so as to better f m e  losh, who is next to her in the driver's seat. Here, as in many 

other scenes, the canted close-up evokes a feeling of confinement, causing the viewer to 

instinctively pull away. 

Moments of action in the narrative often take the actors' attention away from the 

task of filming. Basic framing principles are forgotten and the flaws that plague some 

shots are multiplied. The camera focuses on the legs of another character, then the leafy 

ground, to document a physicaily demanding uphll hike. When Heather, openting the 

camera, pulls back to frame a medium shot of ber comparions, the frame lilts from side 

to side in rhythm with her footsteps. During an argument over the lost map, Heather's 

camera frame centers not on Mike, who is the focus of her anger, but instead skids and 

veers to the cight, to the ground and then to Mike's torso. She final1 y resumes a more 

composed frame but the camera still sways from side to side. The sequence is blurred and 

unstable, thereby suggesting the dizzy, sickening dread felt by the characters. in the 

film's final scene, perhaps the most unsenling, Heather operates the 16mm carnem as she 

and Mike race tkrough an abandoned house. The black and white film casts a striking 

picture, documenting the decrepit starkness in wbich the characters meet their dernise. 

The camera clatters to the floor, Ianding sideways, and the film inside the camera 

dislodges to leave a partial image shuttering for several seconds. 

The film's amateurish cinematography, circumventing mainstream HoUywood 

production values, works to provide the viewer with onscreen images sirnilar to those of 

the Intemet. Poor resolution images and shaky movement are a common result of low 

bandwidth oa the Interner, which prevents usets h m  seeing and downloading sharper, 
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clearer images and video-streamed segments. These cinematographic quaiities assist in 

making the film a compeliing product for its intended, Intemet-acquainted viewers. Other 

qualities that achieve simiiar ends involve stylistic conventions of the horror genre and 

The Blair Witch Project's avoidance therein. 

As numerous critics have noted, certain stylistic conventions of the horror genre 

exist in order to manipulate the audience into responding in particular ways to onscreen 

action. While a horror film aims to frighten, the very familiarity of certain conventions of 

the horror genre serve to provide a certain reassurance. For exiunple, films tend to 

crosscut the killer's perspective with that of the victims so that the viewer cm, in essence, 

easily locate the danger and anticipate the killer's arrivai. As well, certain sounds cue the 

viewer to expect certain action, such as the use of screeching violins to foretell the 

killer's appearance in Psycho (Alfred Hitchcock, 1960). 

The Blair Witch Project sidesteps these conventions in acutely effective ways. 

The actors employ two carneras: the 16mm for their documentary and the High-8 for 

documenting their documentary. As the story of the film goes, Heather Donahue's 

mother commissions Haxan FiIms to assemble the found footage into a coherent 

depiction of the students' lasi days (this information, however, is not within the film and 

is available only on Haxan's website)?' Haxan melds fmage from the two carneras to 

show the action of working on the documentary and to show the developing 

documentary. As the film progresses, the 16mm footage depicts less their project th;m 

their descent into terror, unmediatedly showing events as îhey occur. '"The film would be 

a gradua1 descent into disorienting and claustropbobic terror-strictly a record of the 

ordeal the F i  students experienced."'@ 
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Because The Blair Witch Project shows oniy what the students experience, there 

is no tension-building cross-cutting. Contrary to the homr convention of unfolding the 

plot from the killer's perspective, "The Blair Witch Project finally turns the camera 

around and forces us to see through the eyes of the ~ictirns.'~' We never cut to a lurking 

shadow peering from behind a tree. We do not catch the Blair Witch piling rocks outside 

the students' tent. Although the use of two cameras opens the possibility of parallel 

editing, the filmmaicers forego this obvious option. 

Working together with the film's visud styIe is an unorthodox use of sound, 

which likewise serves to create a particular atmosphere by bucking conventions of the 

horror film. Horror films typicdly feature tension-building music, but The Biiir Witch 

Project completely lacks any fonn of extra-diegetic sound. The viewer hears only what 

the student filmmaicers have cripruced on carnera and on the DAT machine. Thus, the 

viewer is denied a familiar source of cues regarding the film's plot. There is no music 

building suspense, as is typical in the horror genre. This film does not tell the viewer 

when to expect danger or horror. We oniy know as much as the students know, and are 

only tw aware of Heather's held breath, the fmtic "What was that?" and the gentle 

rustling of leaves. We are dso aware that we cannot hear many sounds that the students 

hear, as the camera equipment is not nearly sensitive enough to record them. Thus, as 

viewers, we are placed in an even more vulnerable position: not only cm we not see the 

threat, but we cannot hear it either. Ort. senses are vimialiy disabled while we know the 

threat is still present. WhiIe one cntic notes, "'Blair Witch manages to involve the 

spectator in its protagonists' psychology." it d a s  so thmugh unconventionai means? 
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7Re Blair Witch Projeet* through its unusual approach to film style, creates a 

wholly effective horror Film experience. Because it does not divulge parts of the story 

through editing or sound cues, viewers are forced to materialize those within their own 

imaginations. Noting the necessity of restraint for effective horror films, CO-director 

Sanchez articulates a principle famibar to Hitchcock: "Horror is something that works in 

the viewer's mind, not redly on~creen.'~~ The film's low budget influenced decisions 

regarding what to show and what to keep off-screen. "We didn't have enough money to 

have any special effects," comments producer Greg h ale.^ The goriest part of Blair 

plays for a brief moment, as Heather unwraps a small bundle of something bloody and 

indiscernible (actually a human tooth that Hale got from his dentist). It is up to viewers 

to define that bit of blood according to their own fears and dread. Sanchez knows that 

this approach is one of the fundamental elements that make Blair a "textbook illustration 

of how a literal image counts for less than its implicit horr~r."~' "We started realizing 

that what we'd done is a film that lives a certain percentage on the screen and a certain 

percentage in the viewer's head, Iike no other film h a  done for a while.*"' 

If one examines strictly the visual style of the film, one is likely to recaü past 

examples of successful independent horror films like George Romero's Night ofthe 

Living Dmd (1968) and Tobe Hooper's The Texas Chain Saw Massucre (1973), whicti 

Iikewise used minimal technicd resources to depan decidedly from the mainstream 

entenainment cinema of their day. As these eariier independent films suggest, an amateur 

visuaI style signals the predilection of auâiences to respond to authentic, documentary- 

like productions. The visual style of The Blair Wirch Project has followed in the footsteps 

of these independent horror predecessors. Charles Taylor, in a Sight and Sound article, 
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draws a cornparison in the way in which Blair is "so deliberately lacking in 'art' in much 

the same way Night ofthe Living Dead was," that the viewer "can be lulled into thinking 

what you're seeing is actualiy happening.*J3 Night's cinematognphy included George 

Romero's "strongly personal visual style incorporating suange angles and very mobile 

hand-held camerawork." which lent to its authentic feeLM h a aimilar vein, the amateur 

filmmaking in TItc T e . w  Chain Saw Massacre "adds a sense of almost documentary 

immediacy to the film."5s 

It is also interesting to note that the promotional campaigns of these three 

successful indie horror films have eerily sirnilar histories. Each film was made on an 

ultra-low budget by amateur non-Hollywood filmmaken (instead from Pittsburgh, Austin 

and Orlando, respectively ). Sanchez and Myrick felt that "Blair was the best low-budget 

idea we had at the time."56 Along the same lines. Night of the Living Ded was the best 

low-budget idea that Rornero had, and he made "the best and most hocrific film possible 

with the tesources his budget al~owed."~ ALI three films base their stories in reality, 

either employing the guise of authenticity or adapting m e  events in a stylistic form that 

emphasizes its simulated documentary production values (handheld cameras, natwal 

Lighting, et cetera), ln addition, these films also engaged interesting and unique 

marketing angles to attract audiences. Continental Distributing advertised Night with "the 

old William Castle gimmick of an insurance policy (this tirne worth $50,000) for anyone 

who died from ffight during a screening.*" TCXCIS used a picture of a femaie victim 

danghng from a melit hook and reveled in the publicity generated when some viewers at a 

San Francisco preview became physicaüy iii while others "stormed the lobby in protest, 

provoking a fight, and a Iawsuit was later nled by city officiais on behalf of the offended 
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a~dience.'"~ Blair's campoign was ihe f i t  to effectively employ a synergistic and 

expansionist website that hinged on audiences believing that the filmts events were me. 

AN three films made incredible amounts of money; Night eventudiy grossed over 

$50 million, Texas made the same, "making it one of the most successful independent 

features of al1 tirne," and Blair ,mssed oves $100 million in the domestic market, the first 

independent film to do sooO Even though these films al1 grossed large amounts of 

money, the filmmakers of al1 three ssiw very little of the profits. Profits from Night 

"failed to find their way back to [George Romeroj," even after Romero sued his 

distributor and won the right to $3 million. The disuibutor filed for bankruptcy before 

Romero saw any of that r n ~ n e ~ . ~ '  Tobe Hooper dso received little of Texas' huge 

grosses. "Cheated by their distributor, the producers collected only thousands while 

Chainsaiv made millions.'"' Blair fan and t h a n  insider Jeff Johnsen speculates that 

while Artisan Entenainment earned upwards of $400 million with video sales, 

international distribution and domestic box oEfice grosses, Haxm saw very little of this 

r n ~ n e ~ . ~ ~  

The most important and relevant point connecting these films is k i r  fan 

following. When Night of the Living Dead was first released, it was relegated to the 

"bottom biiis of drive-ins and outdaîed theater~."~ Once fans discovered the film, they 

supported it wholeheartedly. OnJy then did Continental Distributing realize the force 

behind the amateur production and market it accordingly. Blair's fans discovered it 

before the finished film made it to theaters and utilized the intemet to spread the word. 

Artisan bought a package deal that included ch independent feature and a burgeoning 

fan base. "Artisan just picked up an already-in-motion tuovement and ran off with it.*" 
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The visual style of The Blair Witch Project perhaps helped facilitate fans' 

impressive support via the internet. Consider, for instance, the following remarks by 

Atlantic Monthly writer Josh Ozersky, who gives credit to the film's low-cost production 

vaiues for garnering such a massive online following: 

The Blair Witch filmmakers' do-it-yourself aesthetic is utterly in keeping with 
that of the World Wide Web, where everyone is potentiaily a producer and a 
consumer at the same time. That potentiai may not be reaiized very often, but in 
the dreams of amateur Webmasters, media from the bottom up is still one of the 
holiest of grails. The Blair Witch Project's crudeness, combined with the 
mythology of its cheap creation, resonates with Webbies, The idea of making a 
classic horror film with three actors, a ciunera, and a mike, has an intirnate kinship 
with the Web fantasy of every man his own publisher ... Netizens have Finally seen 
their own image on the big screen, and are ready for more. Until that happens, 
they'll return the favor on srnaIl screens everywhe~e.~~ 

FAN iNVOLVEMENT 
The preceding discussions of tiwget audience, independent status and visuai style 

open the wriy for a consideration of f a  involvement in the promotional campaign of The 

Blair Witch Project. Close examination of these factors reveals certain qualities that 

seemed to ensure the success of its intemet promotional campaign. Indeed. the 

combination of these factors might lead one to believe that the film industry can predict 

the performance of the internet campaign much as it cm anticipate certain results from a 

campaign using more tnditiond media like radio or print. 

Such a belief would presuppose an account of a Blair-modeled Internet campaign 

that can lx summed up as follows: a srnaIl, independent film studio uses a low-budget 

and obviously amateur website as the sole medium through which to promote a film 

whose visual style is compatible with the typical visuai style of the Intemet. An effort to 

match each point of this mode1 wouid be expected to ensure the film's commercial 

success. Unfomnately, movie-going audiences, and impassioned fans in pûrticular, 
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appear increasingly inclined to resist fonnulaic promotional campaigns. In the case of the 

intemet film promotion, fan involvement appears remarkably volatile, capable of 

reversing direction in response to any of a variety of contingencies. 

It is helpful in this discussion of fan involvement to draw a parailel between the 

method of filmmaking and the involvement of fans. As discussed earlier, the three actors 

in Blair also filmed it, generating the narrative as production unfolded. In essence, the 

actors created the film. The film's directors did not "direct" the film in the conventional 

fshion, but instead relied on the post-production process to shape the film's raw footage. 

In effect, the fiimmakers abdicated their rolcs as directors, relinquishing control over 

cinematography, rnise-en-scène and even dialogue in the spirit of "method filmmaking." 

The grassroots genesis of the fdm's promotion parallels ihis method of 

filmmaking in that, again, the filmmalcers abdicated the conventiond effort to maintain 

promotionai control. Just as Hruran Films allowed the actors to control what was recorded 

on canera, Haxan allowed the fans to control the material online. Fans accepted that 

promotionai role and performed it enthusiasticdly. Haxan obviously had no qudms about 

relinquishing control to fans about Blair materid. It could be said that Haxan had nothing 

to lose by involving fans so heavily. "The Blair Witch Project.. .wu made to order for a 

vast and interactive audience longing for a believable constmct with expandable ports 

and edit-it-younelf game patches."67 

Given the opponunity to promote a film on theu own terms, fans responded with 

enthusiasm and spirit. This chance afforded them a potentiai bmsh with fame as fans in 

the early stages of the promotion shaped the public's initial perception of The Blair Witch 

Project, and increased fan involvement Furthet molded the promotion to reflect f a  
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opinions. It seemed that fan involvement was facilitated by the release ofcontrol on the 

part of the filmmakers and later on the perception of Artisan's release of control, as 

discussed earlier. Fans perceived a pa te r  chance of seeing their ideas or suggestions on 

the big screen, of perhaps getting thanked personaiiy by the filrnmakers, and of garnering 

national attention themselves. Indeed, the fan movement became famous and certain 

individual fans were highlighted in the media. Jeff Johnsen, for one, beciune well-known 

for his unsolicited, grassroots involvement with The Blair Wirch Project. 

The Blair Wirch Project became a popular choice to which fans lent their support, 

mostly because of the film's independent and gmsrwts nature. This film was obviously 

an example of how a film and its promotion could counter and challenge mainstrearn 

Hollywood productions in a virtuai environment, in the press and at the box office, by 

taking risks and experimenting with promotional media not conventionally used in 

marketing. Blair's fan involvement signais to the rnainstream film industry that 

technological innovation necessitates more consideration of fan participation and 

interactive involvement. The arena in which fans can participate is expanding and 

becorning a more critical and vitai force in a film's promotion. As was the case of The 

Blair Wirch Project, the extent to which a disuibutor allows fan participation and 

involvement directly affects the success of a film in its promotion and box office 

earnings. 

IT'S ABOUT CHAOS, NOT CONTROL 
"The Intemet giveth and the lntemet taketh away.&' So writes critic Jordan 

Raphael about Book of Shadows: Blair Witch 2, which feil short of achieving the box- 

office success of The Blair Wirch Project. In the view of industry observers, The Blair 
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replacement for more traditional, and more expensive, marketing media. in fact, many 

industry visionaies promised that Artisan's groundbreaking odine campaign would 

revolutionize movie marketing as Hollywood knows it. This "hacbinger" would usher in 

a new era of marketing, particularly for independent films, "level[ing] the playing field" 

for filmrnake~ like Sanchez and ~ ~ r i c k ?  But the failure of Book of Shadoivs belied 

these optimistic predictions. 

The key elements that pushed Blair's web campaign to phenomenai success. as 

described in this chapter, did create a new brand of successful movie marketing that 

studios have since tried to dupiicate dthough not yet at the same level of success. in 

particular, Artisan's failed attempt to repeat the web phenomenon with Blair Wiwh 2 

suggests that the first Blair film and its marketing campaign rested on a unique 

combination of factors-so unique that they may well prove impossible to duplicate. in 

fact, realizing ihat it could not "catch Lightning in a bottle again," Artisan decided not to 

place ail its bets with the Intemet as the promotional medium For Book of ~hn~oivs.~'  

Nor did the Company need to rely solely on the Internet. Budget constrsiints of the first 

film restricted the promotiond campaign capacity, but Artisan invested more money into 

the second film, releasing it in 3000 theaten at the cost of $22 million?' Its marketing 

budget did include more traditional marketing media, but the internet campaign remained 

an important component The sequel's oniine campaign hinged on a "WebFest," which 

adopted more traditionai promotionai strategies by contriving the online activity. 

Artisan's vice president of worldwide theatcicai marketing dubbed the WebFest "a cross 

ktween a traditionai fan convention and an oniine ~ollapalooza."~ Visitocs to the 
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WebFest could "share and download files, explore chat rooms, enter contests, auction, 

Listen to Witchmix music, play games, shop, and check out original content and the 

amazing 3D World of Blair ~ i t c h ! " ~ ~  

This over-the-top approach proved to be the sequel's downfall. It smelled t w  

much of corponte interests and too Iittle of the original, grassroots indie film. Even 

Sanchez and Myrick refused to have anything to do with the film, despite king iisted in 

the sequel's credits as executive producers?~an Jeff Johnsen, who, since the fmt Blair 

phenornenon, has become friends with Sanchez and Mycick, noted that 'Waxurrüi didn't do 

the Blair Witch sequel because [the sequel] was al1 about rn~ne~."~' I t  was apparent that 

Anisan wanted to cash in on the film's "franchise" while still hot.76 in fact, the very fact 

that Anisan referred to The Blair Witch Project and its sequel as a franchise signaled a 

return to Star Wurs marketing strategies, as discussed in Chapter 1. The franchise had 

moved outside of the grassroots redm and, like any franchise, now resided in the 

corporate domain. 

Fans were aware of this shift and retracted their support accordingly. "Fans of the 

fiat film have completely rejected the sequel," commented lohnsen?' "It feels like a 

hijack of the original concept,'* complaïned another fan?' As a result, the film's 3 0 û -  

theater opening only drew in $13 million in its debut weekend, a per-screen average of 

less than . $ 4 5 ~ ? ~  whenas the original twk in appmximately $56,002 per scceen in its 

first weekend 27-theater deb~t.~' It could also be inferred bat Artisan realized it had a 

bomb on its hands with the Blair sequel. They celeased it in 3000 theaters to make the 

maximum amount of money available before negative word-of-mouth dictateci its demise. 
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The Intemet worked successfuliy as a promotionai vehicle for The Blair Witch 

Project because Haxan and then Artisan look the film's shortcomings in stride and 

worked them to their advantage: "[BlM just used ail the weaknesses of independent 

film-used them in its favor-Like shriky camera work, no lighting, no-name talent."" In 

Myrick's opinion, the internet worked successfully as a vehicle for Blair's promotion 

because 

it dlowed us to convey the mythology about the film in an interactive way. It was 
something people could discover that didn't take the fonn of traditional 
advertising. We could update the matenal as necded and receive feedback from 
the fan base. The net is the perfect medium for this kind of one-on-one 
interaction."' 

As for the future of intemet movie marketing, it is difficult to tell if another The 

Blair Witch Project-like web phenornenon wili emerge, and if it does, whether the 

emergence could have ken predicted. John Hom, a writer for Premiere magazine, thinks 

not. His article, 'The Blair Witch Myth: Why Movie Studios Still Don? Get the Web," 

lists ten reasons why "web users are finding that nwst movie sites offer more bark than 

bytes." Arnong these observations are "the web hates hype," "there's only one Blair 

Witch," "buzz is created by users, not producers," "it's about chaos, not control," and 

'bwebsiter may k cheap, but studios are ~ h e a ~ e r . ' ' ~  Sanchez and Myrick. in preparing for 

their next film, Heurt oflove, are instituting another fan-driven web campaign built upon 

the fan foundations created by Blair. "We plan on utilizing the web's strengths on HOL 

as well," writes Mynck. "We are still experimenting with new ways to do this, not from 

a technological standpoint, but h m  a storytelling one."BJ Myrick cannot pinpoint any 

one formula for success, let alone the future of oniine movie promotion in generai: "1 

have no idea [where the future of internet marketing for f i  is headed] and that's why 1 

love it."" The last segment of this thesis addresses the future of intemet movie 
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promotion more fully, posing possible siracegies that might define online marketing. 
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Conclusion 

On the Future of Internet Movie Promotion 

When adapting new promotional technologies, distribution companies examine 

marketing strategies employed in comparable campaigns. The case of Star Wars 

influenced mimy distributors to adapt their strategies to accommodate video-related 

ancillary markets and merchandising. Once distributors recognized that those new 

ancillriry markets, like traditional phnt and broadcast media, ensured control over a film's 

marketing, they overcame their suspicions of the Iatest technological media and worked 

to reassen market dominance. Indeed, as was the case with Star Wars, distributors not 

only overcame suspicions of video-related media and an exhaustive line of merchandise, 

but reassumed market dominance with such force thüt promotional campaigns of Star 

Wars proportion have since become the nom. 

Film distributors' encounters with intemet movie promotion are often problematic 

because they tend to approach the Internet in ways similar to how they approached video- 

related media in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Many distributors are inclined to think 

of the Internet as simply another technoiogicai innovation to be hamessed in the 

traditional fashion. After dl, if a Young, inexperienced distributor like Artisan 

Entenainment can create the must-see movie of the season out of a $35,000 picture. then 

major distributors, with hundreds of marketing campaigns under their belts, can surely 

derive success using the sarne technology. This understandimg is flawed, however, 

because it f d s  to recognize that the Internet, in key respects, resists adaptation for 

traditional promotional pwposes. As the previous chapters have shown, the Internet is an 
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interactive medium that facilitates f o m  of fan participation that far exceed the limited 

intenctivity of established media. 

One of the most attractive features of the Intemet in terms of promotion is that it 

weds various fonns of wdditiond media into one dl-inclusive instrument of promotion. 

Therefore, the Intemet cm still function Iike its precursors and offer the film industry a 

venue for frlm-related information. For instance, The Blair Witch Project officiai site 

includes a text-based chronology of the legend of the Blair Witch, interviews with FBI 

agents searching for the students in video-streamed se,ments, and creepy music from the 

film's credits overlaying the entire site visit. The texnial, aurai and visual elements 

combine for an effective and engaging promotional medium in which the visitor can 

experience the filmic universe away from the film itself. But such a use of the Internet 

offers only a portion of its promotional potentiai. There are other, often-unexplored 

features to enhance a site visiter's experience of a mm's promotion. which will be 

addressed in this chapter. 

Many industry analysts are beginning to recognize the failacious claims made on 

behalf of The Blair Wirch Projecf and its promotional campaign. Artisan's sophomore 

effort to create a web phenornenon met with failure and signaled to the rnainstream film 

industry that simply posting a website with bells and whistles does not ensure fan 

involvement and positive, viral word-of-mouth. Distributors are beginning to define 

promotional success via the intemet in multiple tenns, not just those that had defined the 

success of The Blair Wirch Project. An anaiysis of the oniine marketing climate two 

years after Blair reveais essentidy three distinct approaches to online rnovie promotion, 

each possessing unique cbaracieristics, infonned by simitar central objectives. These 
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objectives are concurrent with more conventionai marketing strategies of seliing tickets, 

building a fan base and, as precedented by the original Star Wars carnpaign, seiling 

merchandise. 

INTERNET AS EXTENSION OF TRADITIONAL MEDIA 
One approach to the Intemet as a vehicle for movie promotion is to view the 

lnternet as an extension of a body of existing traditionai promotional media like print or 

television. This strategy dlows the distributor to exercise control over a marketing 

campaign and reinforce the centrai objectives of that campaign in a direct manner. 

Universal Pictures is a prime example of a major film Company that uses the 

intemet in ways similar to ways in which it uses vaditional promotional media. 

Moviegoers increasingly use the Intemet to inform th& choices about what to see in 

theaters. Univecd is well aware of this. 'To be sure that Universal's new films rire 

foremost in moviegoers' mincis, the [new media marketing division at Universai] has 

created a reputation for giving their movies widespread oniine coverage, from ads to 

content."' in this respect, Universal is using the Internet much like a more traditional 

medium, as it opts for an inundation of, for example, Dr. Seuss' How the Grinch Stole 

Christmas (Ron Howard, 2000) throughout every available medium, so as to reach the 

maximum number of potential ticket buyers. 

The main objectives as illustrated by the Grinch website are to seIl tickets to the 

theatrical d e =  and to se11 merchandise (Appendix Ml. Securing a fm base is a funetion 

of those two objectives. Universai does make use of the Internet as an interactive medium 

in order to obtain audience idornation, and to encourage immersion into a Grinch-ified 

setting (which is presumably more effective with more Grinch products). However, it 
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maximizes the site's interactivity so rts to serve the central objectives of selling tickets 

and merchandise, encouraging fan involvement only as far as they suit those objectives. 

For example. visitors cm view the tbeatcical tcailer, which presurnably stirs 

interest in the motion picture itself. A visitor cm also download a Grinch ScreenMate, 

which is a "little character that lives on your desktop and you can cornrnand it to do 

several things the chmcter does in the movie, using sound bytes from the movie."' 

Right-clicking on the Grinch ScreenMate produces a Link to Movitfone, m online ticket 

purchasing Company. 'The reaily cool thing about these ScreenMates is that they also 

offer the consumer the technology to complete triuisactions if they want.. . we feel [thisl is 

key," remarks Kevin Campbell, Universal Pictuces' vice president of new media 

marketing."he officiai site also emphasizes the purchase of merchandise by providing 

links to ''cool Grinch stuff you can't find anywhere else!'& Visitors can buy Grinch 

apparel, borne Curnishings, toys, music and accessories. Buying the merchandise will 

create the fan. 

'Interactive' features include virtual postcards, a virtud tour of cbaracter Cindy 

Lou Who's house, and a Whoville name generator tbat gives visitors their own Whoville- 

esque names, Although these options do not directly serve the central objectives of 

seliing tickets and merchaadise, they encourage the site visitor to become imrnersed in 

the Grinch world. In essence, tiie visitor bimself becomes a Whovillean, and wili 

presurnably feel compelled to see the movie and buy the reiated merchandise. The 

crimpaign also sent video-streaming ernails to registered rnembers of the online 

community, in which different parts of the oEfcial site and streaming clips from the 
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movie were highlighted. These emails encouiaged recipients to visit the official site and 

participate in the Grinch promotion. 

The official site also features an "oniine community." One rnight perceive this to 

mean a discussion board or forum where fans discuss together the film, Universal's 

adaptation of the original Dr. Seuss book, the casting, et cetera. instead, the Grinch 

online community is actually an outlet through which fans will receive the "scoop on 

Universal Studio's latest movies." One must enter personal infonnation when signing up 

fw this online community, including nme, gender, birth date, and the kinds of movies 

one likes. Requesting such details simplifies the process by which to obtain information 

about audiences, which serves both as market research and as that infonnation which is 

necessary to send promotions to the appropriate audiences. 

Visitors can also send in comments about the film and related topics, which gives 

the guise of interactivity-fans are involved in the evolution of the site and its features. 

However, these comments are sent to the Company and one should likely not expect any 

personalized response, if any at dl. As with the 'online community,' site visitors are not 

given the option to interact with one another, thereby eliminating potentially negative 

word-of-mouth. Universal controls its promotion, at least on this front, much in the same 

way it maintains control over promotion in other media. Universal's approach to the 

Internet is most aptly described as an extension of and addition to more traditional media. 

in Campbell's words, 'The bottom line is that it ai l  has to make sense in the overall 

marketing mixl'" 

Warner Brothers seems particularly concemed about retaining control over the 

promotion of one of its latest projects, Hany Potter and the SorcererS Stone (Chris 
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Columbus, 2001). The popular children's book, the first of four installments, aiready 

boasts a dedicated fan foiiowing on the Internet, which Warner Brothers hopes to contain 

in order to protect itself legally. A year prior to the film's scheduled release, Wmer  

Brothers sent letters to Harry Potter fan website holders, demanding that they tcansfer 

ownership of their intemet domain to Wmer Brothers: 

"Your domain name is likely to cause consumer confusion or dilution of the 
intellectual property rights described herein ... we would ask therefore that you 
please, within 14 days of today's date, provide written confirmation that you will 
as soon as practicable ... transfer to Warner Bros. the above domain name."' 

Indeed, Warner Brothers owns the dot-corn, dot-net, dot-org, and dot-CO-dot-uk addresses 

of Hany Potter, and is likely to expand its reach even further as the film's release date 

draws closer. 

As a result of the letters, which were sent to website holders as young as thirteen, 

Harry Potter fans formed an online coalition to boycott Warner Brothers' film and al1 

related merchandise, Save the original books. in its attempt to protect future copyright 

and control over Harry Potter materiai, Wmer Brothers has pushed aside a very integral 

part of a successful internet promotional campaign by alienating its once-loyal fans, who 

are still loyal to the original books. It will be difficult for Warner Brothers to regain the 

trust of those fans who are part of the 'ltight knit" fan community. "If you pick on one of 

us," announces sixteen-yeu-old Fm Heaiher Lawer, "you're picking on al1 of us."' 

The approach taken by Universal in its promotion of Grinch, as well as Wmer 

Brothers' attempts to preempt fan involvement, almost completely bypass the one 

characteristic that makes the Internet such a unique medium. The Intemet's interactive 

nature and direct contact with the faas themselves is essential in developing a loyal fan 
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base and, in certain cases, can assure the film considerable success. Such is the next 

approach, that of organic viral marketing. 

ORGANIC VIRAL MARKETING 
The web component of Blair's campaign cm best be described as organic and 

virai marketing. Artisan deferred control over the online promotion to fans and their 

participation and concentrated on maxirnizing the film's promotion in more traditional 

venues (press articles, et cetera). A campaign of this sort works best for srnall 

distributors who cm afford to expriment with alternative promotional means in order to 

find the most profitable fit that incurs the least financial burden. As with the Blair 

campaign, fans are encouraged to buy tickets and affiliated merchandise not to feed a 

corporate giant but to help the independent filmmaker into the spotlight. 

One such campaign involves the film Groove (Greg Harrison, 2000). This 

independent film, made for $500,000, takes a realist look at rave culture in San Francisco 

and refuses to add drarnatic (and, to the director, rather unrealistic) elements like guns 

and cirug overdoses. Groove approaches the Internet by taking an example from the 

popularly-perceived web-heavy promotion of The Blair Witch Project. "Gruove is relying 

primarily on its website to communicate with investors, distributors, media and fans. 

Viral promotion is written into the film's business plan."8 

At first glance, the Groove website does not differ much from its blockbuster-size 

cornpetitors (Appendix N). Site sections offer information about the Filmmakers, 

production updates, cast and music, among others. Upon closer exmination, however, 

the style of approach taken with each section reflects the grassraots, independent nature 

of this marketing campaign. Most iafonnation is written very infomaiiy, including the 
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"Director's Diary," which is a day-by-day account of the press tour prior to the Film's 

theatrical debut (example: 'It's been a surreal experience to he. talking to reviewers and 

reporters around the country about a film that not too long ago 1 tapped out on my 

PowerBook 140 in a local San Francisco cak in total obscurityW)? Site visitors are also 

invited to browse through photographs from the filmmaker's adventures at the 2000 

Sundance Festivd, where Sony Pictures Classics purchased the film for $1.5 million. 

Other prototypical features of the organic, grassroots web campaign inciude the 

compilation of press articles about the given film, a chronology of events leading up to 

the film's success, a feedback forum, and an email newsletter sent to registered 

subscribers. The Groove website posts 53 articles in full text, audio- or video-streams that 

discuss Groove in some length. A "News Archive" lists the milestones of Groove's nse 

to fame, from production complications to website updates to key theatrical openings. By 

including a feedback forum on the site, upon which fans cm post comments and view 

comments made by others, the fi lmmaker is opening his film's promotion to the audience 

for direction. The newsletter keeps fns upto-date on the film's developments, often 

waxing wondrously about the rod to fm. For instance, associate producer Jason 

Zemlicka, from whose personal email the newsletter cornes, writes: "Well. it has been 

quite a ride. It was only a year ago that we were starting to prepare for the Sundance 2000 

Film Festival. And now, just a year later, you cm see Groove in your home DVD 

player."'O 

As was the case with The Blair Witch Projecr, Groove's subject matter is 

conducive to the medium of the internet and its success arrived thanks to a fornitous 

combination of factors. The film's mve-centered narrative spotlights an underground, 



independent scene that exists away from the corporate world. The story of the film and its 

promotion too exists away from the corporate world. Some twenty-something dot-corn 

magnates from San Francisco invested in the fiim's production, "young ravers who hold 

day jobs as computer programma and Web entrepreneurs."" Thanks to these invesors, 

the filmmakers did not have to alter film content to satiate Hollywood appetites for 

glamorized action. 

The organic, virai approach to film promotion via the Internet is best suited to 

independent, ~assroots filmmaicers who rely on fan involvement and participation for 

survival, not box office retums of $ LOO million or more. As was illustmted in the case of 

The Blair Witch Project, fans respond to a grassroots effort in which the actual 

filmmalcers are wearing many different hats: they design the websites, conduct 

promotions, and interact personaily with fans. b retum, the fans support the film by 

spreading news about it, seeing it in theaters and purchasing affiliated merchandise, 

Filmmaicers in the mainstream film industry do not partalce in these multitudinous duties, 

as there are entire departments to design websites or conduct promtxions. in addition, the 

organic, viral approach celeases a surprising amount of control to the fans, thereby 

diminishing a film company's hold on its promotional efforts and results. 

1 wiii now turn to the stcategy that seems most indicative of the direction in which 

the mainstream film industry wiii approach btemet movie promotion, that of controlled 

interactivity. 

CONTROLLED INTERACTIVITY 
One might argue that the most appropriate strategy to the current state of online 

movie marketing is that of what 1 wiii refer to as controlled interactivity. in the case of 
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this approach, a film Company continues to use the Internet as an extension of traditional 

promotional media, while recognizing the potential to secure a loyal fan base in such a 

way that fans feel less manipuiated and therefore more integral participants in the 

promotion process. The objective is to construct a fan base and then to rely on that base 

for the sale of tickets and merchandise. 

The Star Wars franchise is promoted online in this manner. Lucasfilm established 

the official Star Wars website in 1996 as it recognized the promotional potential of the 

intemet well ahead of its c~ntern~oraries." It has since built a large and sophisticated 

community of Star Wars-afiliated websites and has generated a giant web of fan sites 

dedicated to some aspect of Star Wars. For example, Chicks Strike Buck is dedicated to 

the female Star Wars characters; The Chinese Line expects to bring together fans wanting 

to line up at the Chinese Theater in Hollywood for the release of Episode II; and Earl the 

Drunken Battledroid. a "candid guide to the wild and cnzy folks that inhabit the Star 

wars gaiaxy.w'3 

As noted in Chapter 1, the Star Wars franchise has always built around a strong 

fan foiiowing which has, since the theatrical release of the Special Edition trilogy in 

1997, become more fervent and deâicated and particularly heightened thanks to the 

Internet. The main consumers are no longer children but adults who grew up with Star 

Wars and who now consider Star Wars merchandise to be not toys but valuable 

collectibles. 

Lucasfilm also recognizes that, in order to perpetuate the popularity of Star Wars, 

some fans need to exhibit their admiration of and love for the films through personal 

expression. They can therefore reaffm their status as fans and understand that Lucasfilm 
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does not view their support as merely consumerist in nature, but as appreciated and 

essentiai to the franchise's survivai. Therefore, 1 wiU outline several features of Star 

Wars' ongoing online promotion so as to üiustrate that LucasFrlm, while imposing some 

very strict elements of control over the film and its promotion, does ailow for fan 

interactivity and participation in order to reassure fans that they are necessary 

components in a successful carnpaign. This in tum ailows Lucasfilm to construct a hybrid 

carnpaign t hat treats the Intemet primarily as a traditionai promoiional medium and 

benefits from some of the key features like interactivity that make the intemet unique and 

particularly conducive to fan support and participation. 

In tems of more traditional marketing strategies, Lucasfilm employs various 

tactics to promote the franchise and involve fans. The official site contains items that will 

interest aimost any viewer (Appendi O). Production updates feature, among other 

things, interviews with members of the Episode II production crew. There are also 

comprehensive guides to various characters, locations, vehicles and technology that 

appear in the Star Wars movies. Merchandise plays a key role on the official site, 

although much of the merchandise is embedded in news features, as is the unveiling of 

the Playstation 2 video garne, Srarjighter. There is an unobtnisive link from the main 

page to the Star Wars Marketplace, where fans can purchase toys, books, collectibles, 

videos and other assoned merchandi~e.'~ 

The official site ais0 offers membership so as to give "Star Wars fans everywhere 

a unique opportunity to become more actively involved with the site -and the whole Star 

W m  g a l a ~ ~ l ' ' ~  Visitors are invited to become members in order to obtain access to 

exclusive Star Wars information, including the Homing Beacm email newsletter, Tke 
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Making OfEpisode 1 video documentary and the nght to create a fan website on the 

official Star Wars fan site network. This fan registration not only facilitates in conducting 

audience research for Lucasfüm, but also functions as a sort of virtual fan club dong the 

same lines as fan clubs based in more traditional media. 

While Lucasfilm employs mmy of its conventional marketing approaches, it does 

also take advantage of the Internet's interactive nature to control and direct fan 

involvement. Lucasfdm encourages fan participation in order to perpetuate the popularity 

of the franchise and to validate fan efforts. However, George Lucas hm aiways carefully 

guarded the Star Wars narrative so as to keep it wholesome and truc to its original tone.I6 

The Internet poses problems ta the onginai story as websites, more so than fan print 

publications, cm contain virnially any material and cm be viewed by anyone with 

lnternet access. The Internet is such a vast medium that Lucasfilm cannot retain 

authority over its materiai. Therefore, the company has devised a partial solution by 

offering Star Wars Fan Homepages that are featured through the Star Wars official site. 

Fans perceive Lucasfilm as receptive to fan involvement and feedback as those 

fans' ideas are "officially" linked to ifK main site. This give the semblance that fan ideas 

may even influence the next installrnents of the saga in some way. However, Lucasfilm 

does not give fans free license to create and p s t  absolutely anything on the officially- 

affiliated fan sites. in order to retain a certain level of control over fan content, the fan 

sites are resuicted by Terms of Service that, if breached, authorize Lucasfilm to terminate 

a fan's site. The company retains this level of control in order to maintain the franchise's 

image and preserving its wholesome nature. Therefore, officiai fan site participation is 

contingent upon the fan's guarantee that he or she will post content appropriate for any 
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member of the Star Wars audience. "We believe in each person's right to express 

themselves, but sometimes the words you want to speak will be inappropriate for the 

community at large."" Any sucb inappropriate matenal is to be placed under password 

protection or Lucasfdm will terminate the site entirely. 

The Company recognizes that many fans choose to express themselves and pay 

homage to the franchise through creative works based on the films and its characters. 

Fans are encouraged to do so as long as they "do not create any derivative works based 

on the Star Wars Universe for anything other than personal, noncornmercial purPoses."'" 

Any creative works that are posted on the fan sites immediately become part of the Star 

Wars Universe. thereby cestricthg fan conml over Star Wars-affiliated content. 

Lucasfilm's reasoning behind these explicit tems involves issues of copyright and 

cmtive property. "We hope you will understand that it is the intent of this policy to 

avoid the possibility of misunderstandings when projects developed by Lucasfilm might 

seem to others to be sirnilar to their own creative work."19 

Fan-produced creative works about Star Wars abound on the Internet, often away 

from the official fan sites hosted on the Star Wars server. Lucasfilm thecefore forms 

affiliations with other websites that encourage the production of creative works in order 

to oversee the online posting and exhibition of these works. One such site with which 

Lucasfilm has a partnership is AtomFilms, an online exhibitor of short films. "Welcome 

to the official Star Wars showcase and breeding ground for films made by fans, for fans," 

reads the introduction to Tlic ûfficial Star Wars Fan Film Nenvork at AtomFih. "Watch 

and review this month's premieres, then submit a film of your own!"'O Lucasflm 

condones the production and exhibition of such shorts as Womb Wars, Star Wars 
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Gangstu Rap. and Star Wars or Bust, as long as AtomFiims assumes ownership over the 

content to prevent the uncontroiied distribution and exhibition of these creative works." 

Star Wars has, since 1977, ken  an exemplar for motion pic ture marketing 

strategies. The film industry continues to look to Lucasfilm for direction, particulûrly to 

its online promotion approaches. In this vein, Wamer Brothers has ais0 designed a 

starting point for "oficial" fan sites for The Matrk, one of its films aiready boasting a 

smng fan foiiowing that should continue to grow with the release of the film's two 

sequels in 2002 and 2003." 

The combination of traditionai and non-traditional approa~hes to promotion has 

helped Lucasfilm keep its Srnr Wars franchise popular with fans. It is this hybrid strategy 

that sesees best suited to the mainstrearn film industry that is not reüdy to Enounce 

control over its marketing carnpaigns. The hybrid approacb allows a distributor to meet a 

campaign's central objectives with controlled and somewbat measurable results. 1t also 

aiillows for fan participation and involvement which in tum generates potentially positive 

HYBRIDM'Y FOR SUCCESS 
After the success of The Blair Wirch Project, the mainstream film industry looked 

to that film's online marketing campaign to discover the formula of successful Internet 

rnovie promotion. For a time it seemed that the Internet was the magic ingredient to 

guarantee a wildly successful promotion. Artisan dispelled this myth shortly thereafter 

with the release and miserable performance of Blair's sequel, Bmk of Shudows, and its 

corresponding website. As a result, major distriiutors are approaching the intemet with 

more traditional suategies in h d ,  as descriid above in ihe case of Universal Snidios, 
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using the intemet to supplement its merchandising ann and to sel1 tickets to a theatrical 

release. 

The example of The Blair Witch Project can, however, be applied in some form to 

any online movie campaign, provided one recognizes ihat the success of Blair did not 

transpire solely due to the Internet and fan involvement. Artisan carefully crafted a hybrid 

campaign of traditional and non-tnditionai promotional strategies. Lucasfilm has 

followed a similar approach by Likewise adopting strategies that facilitate fan 

participation as well as conirolled promotion. This style of ongoing promotion, coupled 

with the film's Iasting popularity, make the Star Wars website one of the most frequently 

visited on the internet. 

Tlie Blair Witch Projecr represents a highly successful case of internet movie 

promotion, but one cm attribute that success to a Fortuitous combination of factors not 

Iimited solely to its online marketing campaign and fan involvement. The novelty of the 

promotion, together with the film's independent status and amateurish visual style, 

catapulted the Film into the international spotlight, and thereby led to characterizations of 

the internet as a hotbed of promotional potential for the film industry. The medium of 

the intemet still functions best as a grassmts, independent effort, subvening corporate 

control and empowering the average person, 

One can, however, ascertain that, as during previous eras of technological 

innovation in promotional media, mainstream film companies will assert a certain level 

of dominance and control over the new medium. Yet they wiii not be able to squelch the 

grassrwts, independent efforts that make films Iike The Blair Witch Projecr and Groove 

successEu1. indeed, they cannot afford to do so, given that it is the srnail companies, such 
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as Artisan, that are most likely to produce the decisive breakthroughs in the field of film 

promotion. 
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Appendices 

Note: 
Dite to the emphasis on interactivity in website design, 

some websites do not translate well to puper. 
1 have made eforts to include websites or pages 

within websites that best canvey points made 
witliin the thesis. 



Tlie Blair W k h  Project Official Website Main Page 
Note: The website has undergone m n y  changes since it was fint posted online. 

This is the most current version, incorponting the sequel. 





Ofncial Website: Photograph of Jashua Leonani 



Onlcial Website: Inteniew with Angela Donahue 

Interviews . 

Angie Donahue discusses daughter's disappearance 

Healher Donahue's mlher. Angie. discusses her daughter's disappearance 



Official Website: The Blair Witch Legend Timeline 



Sell Tickets: Moviefone.com 

b? *,fi p n &Y -1.; - a -;.? 
, ~ 2  L3: .V ..?> 4 .‘,r . . i 

Buy tickets on-line rt Movietone.coml 

.. -, 8.. :< ?- ,.,, ?..;$: *a.%?.: 1, 
, .. t .., t: y<. .t8.,;. . .., 1 :., .: 

Take youi  position smong the brave and b i t h e  first to see 
one of the most talked about movies of the sumrner! 

LlNE FORMATION WlLL BEGIN AT NOON 

SURVIVAL GEAR WlLL BE PROVIDEO 

ANGELIKA FILM CENTER, NEW YORK CITY 

TUESDAY, JULY 13th, 1999 

The Blair Witch Project opens at the Angelika Film Center (at the 
corner of Houston and Mercer) on Tuesda July 13th with 

showtimes at 1 l:45prn and rnidnight Tickets kr lhese showingr 
go on sale July 6th. 

Join Blair Witch writerldirectors Dan Myrick and Ed Sanchez and 
other Blair Witch fans at the Angelika Film Center starting at noon. 

Planning on being there early for al1 the fun? If so, let us know. 
The first two hundred people that e-mail this address with "1 will be 
in line for the Blair Witch" in the subject areaandwho also are in 

line outside the Angelika by 2pm on July 13th will receive 
exclusive Blair Witch merchandise. 

::... :. ... .. . 
l . .  . .' :. ..... >. :- . .. .I . ;'.. , , . - 

NUART THEATRE, L~)s ANGELES 

FRIDAY, JULY 16th, 1999 

The Blair Witch Project opens at the Nuart Theatre (1 172 Santa 
Monica Blvd. 1 block West of 405 at Sawtelte) on Friday July 16th. 

Tickets will be avaiiable a: the box office on opening day. 

Meet Blair Witch writertdirectors Dan Myrizk and Ed Sanchez at 
the Nvart at tne &IO evening showings a: 7:30 and 9:50pm. 



Appenàii C 

.: International Promotion: The B k i r  Witch h j e c t  for German-speaking audiences 

AM 21. OKTOBER 1994 begeben sich die drei Filmstudenten Heather 
Oonahue. Joshua Leonard und Michael Williams in den Black Hills Forest 
Maryland. 

OORT WOLLEN SIE ElNEN DOKUMENTARFILM über eine Spukgesralr i 
regionale Legende drehen, die sogenannte Hexe von Blair. Man hort nie 
wieder von ihnen ... 

DOCH €IN JAHR SPATER wird ihr Filmmaterial gefunden. Die erhaltener: 
Filmaufnahmen sind ihr Vermachtnis. 

SIE ZEIGEN DIE LETZTEN TAGE der Filmemacher. ihre qualende fdnfta! 
Wanderung durch den undurchdrïnglichen Wald und fangen die 
grauenerregenden Vorgange eh. die zu ihrem Verschwinden führen. Heat 
dokumentierte auBerdem alles in ihrem Tagebuch. 

JOSHUA LEONARD war der Kameramann, der auf 16 mm drehte. (-> Arc 

MlCHAEi WILLIAMS war fur den Ton verantwortlich. (-> Archiv) 



HEATHER DONAHUE ilbernahm den Kommentar und drehte die Betiind-1 
Scenes-Einstellungen. (-> Archiv) 

DIESE HI-8-VIDEOAUFNAHMEN dokumeniieren den wachsenden Konfl~; 
zwischen den Beteiligten - und ihre Ahnung. daB an jedem frustrierenden ' 
und jeder angsterfilllten Nacht eine tedliche Bedrohung auf sie wartet .. 



uja dc 



Create Cult-Like Following: Dan Myrick's Oniiie Journal 

Below are excerpts froin my journal about my 
ongoing expeciences with the "Blair" ptojcci. 1 
figiired it might be ofvintetesi to soine of  you to 
cet the scoop dter Sundance and on tluou& 
k relwse of the film. 1'11 update this page 
every couple of d q s  SU click back fioni time 10 
time. 

lCi lEN 

We're on the plane and headsd home. Exhausted to say the Icast. 1 
feel the mixed emotions of lewing the s u d  beliittd and 
welcoining the Orlando routine. 1 plan on going to Ft Myers to 
hang at niy inoin's for a couple of days just to sleep and 
decoinpress. 

I'in losuig consciousness; Ill pi& this up toniorrow. 

I've bccn at mom's for the past coiipk of days. 1 don't thiiik I've 
eveii looked at niy razor mucli less used it. I've becorne tlie Iiit of 
Leliigli .4cres, (This is actualiy where main Iives, about 10 iniles 
east of Ft Myers and about 10 times less sigificant), friends ruid 
relatives have been calling to give congnts for Our success ;it 
Sundance. 1 was conipletely tegitimized in dad's eyes. (hc's iii 
Gainesville) when the Blair sale was mentioiied in USA Today. 
Sow that's rsgarded as the "big timen for a retircd elsctncal 
enginecr and dieliard Gator hn. 

Not niucli to report except br the fict thnt I hit 12 smight free 
throws at the nisty rim down at the middIc schooI coiiit. 1 do 
know oiie thing; it's going to be Iiard reverting back to our $79.00 
foosball table aAer playing on those cornmerciid -de ganes in 
Park City. 

Today we liad lui interview with the Orlando Sentinel. It seeined a 
bit awkward. 1 jusr got the feelUit_ that it was ü bit obligatoy on 



Build Positive Buaz Via the Media: E! Onîïne 

NURSE 1 
BETTY 

- .  
*'=na= Gel 
"Wild" ;. 

- 

Fear of the Unknowns: Blair Witch Cornes Out of 
Nowhere to Scare Your Pants Off 

by Shari Roman 

Think of The Blair Witch Project as 
the l i t t le  horror film t h a t  could.  
T h a t  c re ld  scare t h e  F a s s  off yrï. 
that is . 
It does the  dirty trick without 
pricey special c f f e c t s ,  without 
big-time stars--heck, even w i  thout 
competent camera work. 
Self -consciously  amateurish, it 
nonetheless creeps up on you Like  a 
campf ire ghost  s t o q  . 

~ o s t  refreshing of a l l ,  ft does  
t h a t  black rnagic so well that it 
doesn't need smart-aLeckjr i rony  to 
break the c h i l l i n q  mood. 

The buzz has been palpable, Blair 
was a fave a t  Sundance and Cannes. 
its t r a i l e r s  have been a top 
Internet download for weeks, and 
its e e r i e  cnd ectertaining iiebsitt 
marvelously spins the myth behinc! 
the  movie. 

The B l a i r  Witch Pzoject is the  
s t o q  of * e e  Young f ilmmmakers 
whn hita intri U a r r t a n A ' c  Klank 
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H i l l s  Forest  t o  inves t iga te  a 
mythic demonic force.  But t h e  witch 
hunters a r e  soon t h e  witchLhunted, 
never t o  be  seen again. That i s ,  
u n t i l  (nudge-nudge, wink-wink) 
t h e i r  footage is 'found* by impish 
wr i te r -d i rec tors  Daniel Myrick and 
Eduardo Sanchez under t h e  
foundation of  a 100-year-old house 
deep i n  t h e  woods. (Hint: They 
found it t h e r e  because they put  it 
t here . ) 
" I ' ve  been t o l d , "  Myrick says,  " t h a t  people 
havenf t  been ab le  t o  t a l k  fo r  a couple o f  hours 
a f t e r  seeing t h e  film. Theyfve painted crosses  on 
t h e i r  foreheads t o  go t o  s leep .  Some people sa id  
they had t o  s l eep  with a n igh t - l igh t  on.' 

I f  Myrick and Sanchez are a t  a l 1  troubled by 
people los ing  s leep,  the concern is a recent 
development. During the f ilrning of B l a i r  Ir'i tch, 
t h e  charmingly demented duo kept t h e  cast--€ieather 
Donahue, Joshua Leonard, Michael Williams - -spooked 
f o r  days . 
"They had g r e a t  chemistry together ,"  Sanchez says 
b l a n d l y - b u t  what gave t h e i r  performances t h a t  
e x t r a  spec i a l  zing! during shooting was t h e  
ac to r s '  constant  suspicion t h a t  t h e  d i r ec to r s  were 
no t  b r i l l i a n t  auteurs  but s e c r e t  nuteases. 

"They did  request  we show them a demo r e e l  of our 
commercial work t o  ver i fy  we r e a l l y  d id  knov what 
w e  were doing, " Myrick confesses. "And Heather got 
advice from f r iends  and family no t  t o  do t h e  
shoot.  She even brought a big knife  ü i t h  her on 
locat ion.  J u s t  i n  case." 



Appenâii G 

Unsolicited Promoters: A&e9s Z7te Blair Witch Project Fanatic's Guide 











Textual Engagers: Tke Blair Witch h j e c t  Camping Tep 



Day One: 

Meet at a restaurant or hotel in Middletown (about 4 miles from 
Burkittsville) in the moming. 
Drive into Burkittsville, spend the day there seeing the sites- 
cemetery, sign, and other spots shown in the movie. 
Drive back to Middletown, spend night in a hotel there. 

Day Two: 

In the moming , drive to South Mountain. 
Visit Spook Hill and see if the legend of South Mountain is true 
(click here for the legend) 
Spend the night in town near Seneca Creek State Park. 

Day 3-5: 

Finally, we get to the camping! 
Camp for two nights in the state parks, see if we can find any 
landmarks that look familiar from the movie (wonder if there really 
is a house up there?) 
Return to civilization aftemoon of Day S. 

So there you have it-a very basic, very preliminary version of the travel 
plan. What do you think? Have any suggestions for additionslchanges? Email 
us at tbwp 



Textual Engagers and Textual Poachers: The Bk& Witch Ploject Webring 

-~.WEBIB m-JNebRii-m 

FORTUNE- L I O i; 

Home 

About lhis Ring 
The Bbir Witch Projeel" is 
me scariesî movie wer 
made. uid Il's laking 

nnpinp lmm 
Enteriainment Wetkly Io 
Salon. and be part of the 
bîggafil online movie 
phenornenon ever! 

. Çontact R i n a M a  

Ring Smts 

- Founded on a511711999 
-210 sites 

@ 'jïic Rcrl A f t m i i a ~  
Thrsa studenls hesd bu the backwwds al Maryland boking for a mythlcal Wilch. 
Their aaiatance compMely wiped away aler fout days in the woods. A i m a  a year 
latef a Q ~ W  01 men and women. heM only by one goaLlinding whatever lies in lhe 
hoilow &gage of lrees and s 

@ J%c Rcd Blair Wtch Prciiect 
3 idioU wilh a amers wander inb soma woods in search of me REAL Bbir Witch 
and pet LI! A spof of the Blair Wiich Projecl by the CAC Productions leam. 

J'he Blair Wiich Reicers 
On Fiiday. August 13th. 1999. Ien peopk ventureci into the lorests of California to 
seareh lot aviderice pcovinq the existence of the West Woods Witch. May Mis be 
the hst gmup 01 fihhakcn who try lo emutate a popular phenomenon ... As 
feaiured in lhe Febnrary 25th issue 

a Chamnet 
Cui1 mode süe Wcated to the weird and disgustiftg - ravim. teatures. links. 
Irailars. covering evefyihing Imm miilnleam hi& like Blair Witch Io obscuritiat like 
Sombra. 

@The Bhir Witcli Prnirct 
contains fneories of Vie ail Vie people what could have happened 

0 Blair Witcli 3 
Has Me Imy Iriend's Bhir WiWi 3 sefipl, pics sounds and much much mod!! 



Textuai Poachers: Artwork Inspired by Tke Blair Witch Roject 
-z 
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Appendix K 

Textual Poachets: The Blair Warner Project- 









Appendix L 

Bottom Feeders: www.blairwitch.ch Kann Man Kaufen! -- 

www.blairwitch.ch kann man kaufen! 

Kaulen Sie diese Domain Tuf 700 DM, man kann um Pais immar noch verhandeln. Sollten Sie interesse 
haben dann bitte nehmen Sie mit: oUal@oUaf.de Kontakt aul. 

Wir bielen noch lolgende Domains zum Veiluul an: 

wmr otmail.de. 3000M ( Fe~tpreis ) 

vwr ihrmail.de : 3000M ( Festpreis ) 

ww cgi-centrai de : 4000M ( Festpreis ) 

Sie kannen aber aucn alla 4 ( mit blaiiwitchxh zusammen ) Tur 1530 Okl haben. 

lnleresse? Dann Kontakt aulnehmen: ollal@ollaf.de 



Appendix M 

Internet as Extension of Traditional Media: 
Dr. Seuss' How the Grinch Stole Chrisimas -- 



GROOVE-List 

your email 

I-' 
D W H S  

Soundtnck 
Recont Review 

Film Tmiler 
Fwdbrck 

GROOVE is an independent feature film set during one 
night in the San francisco underground rave scene. It 
explores the wmpkxities of a uniquely 90's subculture 
through its many charactefi, revealing how raving is an 
opportunity to connect with life or escape from it 

Made in conjunction with various members of the Bay Area 
rave scene, GROOVE was filmed at different locations in 
and around San Francisco, including three weeks in a raw, 
industrial warehouse. Believing that the only way to 
accurately pomy the rave scene was to involve it the 
filmmaken (rnany of whorn are ravers thernselves) tapped 
into the enormous creative energy and talent within the 
rave community. 

groovethemovie.com is intended as a way to get ta know 
and undentand both the film GROOVE. and what the film 
is about You'll find filrnmaker bios and links to rave sites. 
Browse through photos from Our Sundance experience as 
well as clubs and raves from around the world. 

And please take time and enter your email address in the 
space to aie l e t  We'll be sending out announcements 
regarding GROOVE video release . music informaiion anu 
more. Hope you enioy it .. 

Greg H a m m  1 Diuemr 
DanMe Renfmw P r a d w  
Jason LmSdta  [ Associate Produœr 



Appendii O 

Controlled Interactivity: Star Wars 

A l  the end of SIiv Wan. wtiy doas ihe Death 
Star go afound Yavin Men il con simply blow 
.ug Vovki (U H did Nd-)? 
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